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Wilkinson rules out Senate race in 1990

TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

Governor says
he fully plans
to finish term
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Clear and cold
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MOUNT STERLING, Ky. —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson put an end
to speculation about his interest in
the U.S. Senate on Monday with a
flat statement that he would not run
for the job.
Wilkinson also said he was not
actively recruiting an opponent for
incumbent Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
"I have no
plans to run for
the U.S. Senate
in 1990 and fully
intend to complete my term as
governor," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson has
lios Wilkinson
been the target of
Just Asy A no
some speculation
in relation to the next campaign,
chiefly from McConnell himself,
who has- said, he expected to run
against the governor.
McConnell could not be reached
for comment Monday
But the governor said he has
never had an interest in the job.
"There's no decision there,"
Wilkinson said. "I've never
intended to be a candidate for the
U.S. Senate. It was just never in
my list of top 10 priorities."
Wilkinson has previously acknowledged that prospective candidates have talked to him about the
race, but he said he is not recruiting a Democrat to unseat

Tonight: Mostly clear and
cold. Low around 15. Light
wind.
Wednesday: Partly sunny and
not as cold. High in the mid 30s.

OOLD AWARD WINDER

NATIONAL

WORLD

WARSAW, Poland — The government and the opposition sat down
at the same table to seek a common course for Poland's future, but
Solidarity chairman Lech Walesa cautioned that deep distrust hangs
.
over the historic talks.
NEW ORLEANS — French Quarter bars were standing-room-only
early today as die-hard drinkers driven indoors by frigid weather got
an early start on the nation's bawdiest and most raucous holiday, Mardi Gras.
WASHINGTON — President Bush said he expects members of his
administration to "bend over backwards" to avoid any appearance of
ethical conflicts after several of his top appointees faced questions on
that very issue.

,.

STATE

LEXINGTON — There is a "very real possibility" that the Legislature could adjourn on the first day of a proposed special session if
the governor limits the agenda to just his education program, a lawmaker said.
TOMAHAWK — A solution to the trashing of eastern-Kentucky's
streams and roads will remain elusive as long as local residents continue to dump garbage wherever they please, officials said.
FRANKFORT-- Although Kentucky recorded the worst traffic
accident in its history last year, there were fewer fatalities than in
1987.
STEARNS — McCreary County officials expect an influx of tourists when a major national park attraction opens this summer.
LOUISVILLE — About 500 people from 47 states and Canada
have contacted officials of Kentucky Harvest, a program to feed the
hungry, since Ann Landers' syndicated advice column mentioned the
program last month.

(Cont'd on page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP) — A year
ago, the hopes of families of U.S.
servicemen shot down over Cambodia during the Vietnam War
were buoyed by Phnom Penh's
declaration that it was prepared to
hand over the remains of 83 airmen
to American officials.
But a diplomatic stalemate,
which some congressmen blame
largely on State Department inaction, has prevented the return of the
bodies and dimmed hopes .for
return any time soon.
"They've made these gestures in
the last year to turn remains over
and so far the good faith hasn't
been followed up on," said Rep.
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LONDON — The dollar was
lower in early European trading
today, pressured by Monday's central bank intervention and the
absence of many traders celebrating holidays in Asia and West Gcrmany, currency dealers said.
Gold prices rose.
Dealers said the Market was
uncertain and a bit jumpy followIng Monday's dollar sales by seven
European central banks, the U.S.
Federal Reserve and the Bank of
Canada.
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By DAVID TUCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wrdor

The current cold weather is just
what the doctored ordered to stop
the influenza that closed classes in
the Calloway County School District for nearly a week, Assistant
Superintendent and Director of
Pupil Personnel Jim Nix announced
at a rescheduled monthly meeting
of the county school board Monday
night.

Nix said he had spoken
some local doctors who said Inc
virus thrived in the warmer temperatures experienced in the area two
weeks ago, and the district's alien-dance figures for the next month
will likely he hurt hy the flu.
"We did :he .Aise thing closing
when we did. but '.he cold weather
seem to have helped.- Nix told the
hoard, "Thursday, the last day we
had school, we had our attendance
;those 9.5 perent
haA

John G. Rowland, R-Conn.
"There's (the remains of) 80
American soldiers over there.... and
we're tripping over bureaucracy.''
During a January 1988 trip to
Southeast Asia, Reps. Robert C.
Smith, R-N.H., Frank McCloskey.,
D-Ind., and Rowland were told by
Tcp Henn, Cambodia's ambassador
to Vietnam, that the Cambodian
government had the bodies of the
American servicemen and would
return them to U.S. officials. The
condition: the administration would
have to make the request directly-.
The lawmakers lobbied the State
Department and enlisted the help of
senior legislators, including the late

Rep. Ri Ii Nichols, D-Aia .na,7
man ol the }louse Armed Ser‘....;:,
investigations subcommittee
But me administration,
only hi send a message
third ;larty, the International Rc
Cross. The United States does no;
recognize. the Cambodian 1-4ne
Premier Hen Sen, installed bv
Vietnam after Poi Pot and his brutal Khmer Rouge regime were driven from power by Vietnamese fori:es in late 197S,
"We do no; base diplomatic
relations (with Phnom Penh) and
Ac don't recognize it. so any diplotCont'd on page 20

Kitty Dukakis enters alcohol-treatment program
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Nix: cold weather helps attendance

Diplomatic stalemate dims hopes for
getting MLA remains from Cambodia

MILAN, Italy — Five-time Wimbledon champion Bjorn Borg was
hospitalized today after swallowing barbiturates in an apparent suicide
attempt, Italian news agencies reported.
TUCSON, Ariz — For the second straight year, Arizona has made it
to the top of The Associated Press college basketball poll, as the No. 1
round-robin continued.
EDMONTON, Alberta — Even Grant Fuhr's troubled 1988-89 season hasn't convinced Wayne Gretzky that his former Edmonton Oilers
teammate isn't the best goalie in hockey history.
NEW YORK — Houston's Glenn Davis and Seattle's Steve Balboni, a couple of long-ball-hitting first basemen, have outslugged their
respective front offices and won their salary arbitration cases, with
Davis becoming baseball's newest millionaire.
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Calloway County elementary school counselor .Joy Waldrop updated the county school hoard on pie druLt
awareness program being taught to 5th-graders in the Calloway School District. Listening to aidnip's
report is school board member Walter Byars.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 P.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between •
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular oMce hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

BOSTON (AP) — Kitty and will stay there for about 30 decent people," Dukakis said.
Mrs. Dukakis, who won high
Dukakis. the wife of Gov. days.
"Until shortly after election marks as a political campaigner
Michael S. Dukakis, has entered
an alcohol treatment program day on Nov. 8, Kitty had never during her husband's 1988 presaccording to a statement issued had a problem with alcohol," idential effort, has been prominent in the fight to educate
by the governor Monday that Dukakis said.
"Unfortunately, a combina- youngsters against the perils .of
blamed the letdown after his
tion of physical exhaustion, the drug and alcohol abuse.
failed presidential campaign.
Since the presidential defeat,
Mrs. Dukakis, 52, has had a stress of the campaign effort and
history of addictions and chemi- the post-election letdown all Mrs. Dukakis has launched a
cal dependency but was never combined to create a situation in new career as an author and lecknown to be dependent on alco- which, on a limited number of turer and has not appeared at her
hol until the statement was occasions while at home, she husband's side on several occahas used alcohol in excessive sions when she might have been
released Monday afternoon.
In July 1987, Mrs. Dukakis quantities," the governor said. expected.
On Jan. 3, for example, when
Dukakis said Mrs. Dukakis
announced that she had recovered from a 26-year dependency decided to enter the well-known Dukakis made the surprise
on diet pills. The governor's clinic voluntarily and said-he -announcement tharhe wati11I
wife said she had conquered her and his family supported her seek a fourth term as governor.
some observers remarked on the
addiction to amphetamines, deeisioqp
and
fact that Mrs. Dukakis was not
loved
how
know
husband,
"We
which she hid from her
the
in
present.
here
both
is
she
at
respected
a
treatment
undergoing
after
Last week,ithe Dukakis' celecommonwealth and across the
Minnesota facility in 1982.
dir of their first
the Ith
brated
for
grateful
and
is
nation
she
Dukakis said his Wife entered
Alexandra Jane
—
grandchild
has
she
support
and
in
love
facility
the
Newport
Eclgehill
the
Newport, R.I.. Sunday evening received from so many good and Dukakis.
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Congress now
appears ready
to deny raise
after outcry
WASHINGTON .
hers of Congress are reaus Io
a midnight deadllne and tten,
themselves a 51 percent pay raise
that the public clearly doesn't want
them to accept.
Raise opponents cleared the path
for rejection votes in both houses
today, after they- engineered the
collapse Monday of House Speaker
Jim Wright's suggested alternative.
a 30 percent pay increase.
Wright, lilexas, reluctant:
cettedul-edsimple resolution of disapproialthat would require suspension of
the rules and a two-thirds majority.
Lawmaker for and against 4 raise
predicted passage.
The speaker conceded after his
forces were beaten decisively when
they tried to adjourn the House, let
(Cont'd on lige 21
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Congress...
Cont'd from page 11
the full raise become law at 1201
a.m. Wednesday and then schedule
a Thursday vote to scale back the
increase to 30 percent. The opening
move in that strategs failed on a
23S-SS vole.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1989

As Monday wore on, everything
appeared to fall in place for opponents of the raise. Senate Majority
Leader George 1,1 Mitchell, DMaine, whose charr‘ber voted 95-5
last week for a differently worded
rejection bill last week, said he
would schedule a prompt vote on
the House version. Passage
-oquires a simple majority.

Bush's S&L plans target
taxpayers and institutions
WASHINGTON (AP) -- President Bush on Monday called on
taxpayers to pay for about half the
S90 billion solution to the savings
and loan crisis, with banks and
thrift institutions paying the rest.
He recommended no direct fee
on individual depositors.
"We intend to restore our entire
insured deposit system to health."
the president told reporters in outlining a series of regulatory
changes. He vowed to prosecute
any wrongdoing at S&Ls that have
failed thus far.
In all the time since creation of
the deposit insurance, savers have
not lost one dollar of insured deposits and I am determined tNt they
never will," Bush added.
Under the Bush plan, which
must he approve by Congress, the
government would sell $50 billion
in 30-year in bonds as needed over
three years to finance the cost of
closing or selling about 350 failed
institutions. That's in addition to
the S40 billion pledged last year by
regulators to rescue and prop up
223 institutions.
Budget Director Richard Darman
said higher insurance premiums
from the savings and loan industry
would pay part of the interest on
the bonds, but that tax money
would also be needed. Taxpayer
money would also be needed to
meet last year's commitments by
regulators, he said.
Darman estimated the cost to
taxpayers. at S1.9 billion in 19q0,
528.1 billion during the first five
years and S39.9 billion over 10
years. Over the 30-year life of the
plan. the public would shoulder
about 54 percent of the burden. he
said.
The banks and savings and loans
likely would try to pass on at least
a portion of their costs to- consumers. possibly in the form of lower
interest rates on savings accounts.
"I would hope that wouldn't
happen, but there's no guaranteeing

Nix...
(Cont'd from page 1)
school guidance counselor Joy
Waldrop, who said she is coordinating a program designed to make
5th graders in the elementary
schools aware of the dangers of
drug abuse. Waldrop distributed
copies of a note she has sent home
with the county youngsters.
"The program is designed to
empower students with skills for
overcoming external and internal
pressures to experiment with illegal
drugs. such as marijuana, alcohol
and crack." the note stated. "The
typical age of onset use of drugs
has dropped to the 11 and 12 year
old group."
"We can't stop this thing without
starting in the elementary schools."
Waldrop said. She added that a
program has also been implemented. with consent of the
parents, to educatate students from
the kindergarten level up about preventing sexual. abuse.
"We've never had any problems
with the parents on this,- Waldrop
said of the education program.
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose said
the state board of education is
about to take action requiring a

what the institutions will do,"
Bush said. "... Nothing is without
pain when you come to solve a
problem of this magnitude."
Treasury Secretary Nicholas F.
Brady said competition from
money market mutual funds and
other investments would prevent
S&Ls from passing on much of the
cost of higher premiums. He acknowledged that some banks and
S&Ls may get into trouble because
of that.
"There may be some (failtwes)
hut in the long run we'll have a
much sounder system," he said.
To pay the principal on the
government-issued bonds, the government would take more than $2
billion in retained earnings from
the regional Federal Home Loan
Banks. which are owned by the
S&L industry. Money from the sale
of aRkts from failed S&Ls will
also be used toward the principal.
But Bush said, "I will not support any new fee on depositors."
He thus rejected a proposal floated
by. his own senior aides to charge
depositors a fee to help raise funds
for the bailout, an idea roundly criticized by members of Congress.
Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr., DMich., chairman Git. the Senate
Banking Committee, said Bush's
plan was ''by and large a sensible
proposal," particularly its recommendations for structural reform's.
But, he said the complicated bond
financing scheme may he more
expensive than the simpler plan of
issuing the bonds directly through
the Treasury.
The announcement marked
Bush's first attempt as president to
deal with a major problem. and he
appealed for support in Congress.
Bush said the difficulty in the
S&L industry was caused partly by
economic conditions. But. he said.
''unconscionable risk taking, fraud
and outright criminality have also
been factors.'

similar program across the state.
"At some point, we will have to
adopt a policy for this," Rose said.
Assistant Superintendent Dr. Nancy
Lovett said a committee on sex
education and AIDS awareness is
now being formed.
"This is more sooner than later,"
hoard chairman Robert McDaniel
said.
The hoard met in executive session to discuss a pair of student
personnel items from the middle
school. The board upheld the fiveday suspension given by middle
school principal Roy Cothran; a
one-day suspension was upheld for
the second student.
In certified personnel, Lois Farris was assigned part-time to the
home-bound program, and-.substitute teachers Nick Horton and Billy
Turner were approved. Bobby Holland and Dan Walker were also
assigned to serve as lunchroom
monitors at the high school.
School .Board Vice. Chairman
Rick Murdock was appointed to
serve as the board's representative
on the Murray-Calloway County
Vocational School steering committee representative, replacing Jim
Kelly, who resigned from the
school board to seek public office.

Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., .said President Bush
would sign the rejection measure
despite Bush's personal support for
the raise.
Public clamor against the raise
has been growing each day. A
weekend Gallup poll asked 1,001
adults from Friday through Sunday
whether they favored or opposed
increasing congressional pay from
S89,500 to $135,000, the amount of
the proposed increase.
The results, with a four-point
margin of error, showed 82 percent
opposed with only 15 percent in
favor.
The raise was recommended by a
presidential commission. Its rejection not only would keep congressional pay stuck at $89,500, but
would prevent federal judges and
top Bush administration officials
from getting a similar increase.
Some lawmakers said an acrossthe-board rejection7 would be
devastating because the executive

Billy Miller

Billy Miller is
candidate for
judge-executive
Billy R. Miller has announced
his candidacy for the office of
County Judge Executive in the May
23 primary.
Miller is a native of Calloway
County as well as a graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
earned his Master of Science
degree from Murray State University in 1970.
For the past 18 years, Miller has
been employed in the insurance
profession in the Murray-Calloway
County area. He is presently an
associate of the Ross Insurance
Agency located at 600 Main St. in
Murray.
Miller has served as past President of the Murray Optimist Club,
Past Master of the Temple Hill
Masonic Lodge #276 and is a
member of Flint Baptist Church.
The candidate and his wife, Linda, reside at 303 N. 10th St. in
Murray. Linda is employed in the
dental office of Dr. James B. Pickens. Billy has two daughters, Tammy Miller Thompson and Angie
Miller; Linda has three sons, Scott,
Kevin and Corey England. Billy is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Miller of Route 2, Murray. The
elder Miller is retired Superintendent of the Calloway County
School System. Billy has two
brothers, Ken A. Miller and J.
Mark Miller.
Milter states; "'Working
Together is the Key' I plan a positive campaign and have an optimistic attitude toward the accomplishments that 1 feel 1 can achieve
when elected to this office. I want
to work in a new spirit of cooperation and leadership with all the
branches of our County and City
government. In promoting Murray
and Calloway County in cooperation with our Chamber of Commerce, we can enhance our entire community." Miller asks" everyone to
exercise their right to vote on
Tuesday, May 23.

branch cannot compete with private
industry and colleges for managers
and scientists. They also said an
increase is needed to stop the drain
of federal judges leaving the bench
for lucrative law practices.
Bush, at a late afternoon news
conference, was asked if he would
sign legislation that vetoes the pay
raise.
He reminded reporters "1 said I
would support" the raise, but never
directly answered the question.
But Dole said: "I understand
he'll sign it. He needs to do it by
midnight so the judiciary doesn't
get a big step while everybody else
is being stepped on."
The Constitution forbids raises
for judges from being reduced once
they take effect.
One immediate casualty of the
raise appears to be a plan to ban
lawmakers' receipt of fees for
speeches and appearances. These
often are paid by special interests
seeking to influence legislation.
Many members of Congress who
accept the money said they do so to
supplement an inadequate income.
Assuming the full raise is
defeated, any elimination of the
S26,850 that House members can
retain in honoraria — or the
S35,800 that senators can keep —
would be a move to reduce lawmakers' pay. Senators already have
unanimously approved an honoraria
ban for themselves, but made it
conditional upon the full raise
becoming law.
Also left dangling was a proposal to end a loophole in federal law
that allowed 190 House members
to accumulate $39 million in leftover campaign cash, which could
be converted to their personal use.
A bipartisan House negotiating
team agreed to eliminate the loophole if the raise went into effect.
Pay raise opponents outmaneuvered Wright on Monday by offering
'a resolution demanding a vote
before the raise took effect.
House Majority Whip Tony
Coelho, D-Calif., then countered
with the ill-fated motion to adjourn
until Thursday, but opponents easily defeated the move.

How our reps
voted on call
for raise vote
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
the way Kentucky congre9smen
voted on the 238 to 88 roll call
Monday by which the House
demanded a vote on a proposed 51
percent pay raise by rejecting a
motion to adjourn.
A "yes' vote is a vote to
adjourn.
Voting yes, indicated by -Y,"
were 82 Democrats and 6
Republicans.
Voting no, indicated by "N,"
were 108 Democrats and 130
Republicans.
There arc two vacancies in the
435-member House.
Democrats — Hubbard, N; Mazzoli, Y; Natcher, N; Perkins, Y.:
Republicans — Bunning, N; Hopkins, N; Rogers, N.

Police respond
to local accident
The Murray Police Department
responded to a two car accident
Monday around 1 p.m. at the
intersection of U.S. 641 South (S.
12th St.) and Glendale Road,
according to a report filed by patrolman Mike Jump.
The report stated Brian Byerly,
22, Route 2, Decatur, Ind., was
westbound on Glendale Road and
was attempting to turn north onto
641. To make the turn he got into
the left turn lane to swing right
onto 641, not seeing a vehicle driven by Jerry L. Lassiter, 40, 1511
Kirkwood, Murray. Byerly's right
front bumper hit Lassiter's left rear
side. The report added that Lassiter
was in the straight lane and the
light was green. No injuries were
reported.
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Business,industry leaders
to gather at MSU Feb. 22
Western Kentucky business and
industry leaders will be gathering
at Murray State University Wednesday, Feb. 22 for a Technical
Services Conferences hosted by the
University and co-sponsored by the
Kentucky Cabinet for Economic
Development.
The purpose of the day-long conference is to inform area industry
and business leaders of the resources and services available to them
by both Murray State University
and the Cabinet for Economic
Development.
Cabinet Secretary Gene Royalty
describes the conference as one
way of enhancing Kentucky's small
business and industry climate.
-Higher education and economic
development go hand-in-hand,"
said Royalty. "We welcome this
opportunity to work with Murray
State University and look forward
to developing similar relationships
with universities across the state."
"Educating our business and
industry leaders about these resources and services enables them to
develop new strategies and sends
the message that rentucky is good
for business. That is a major goal

Wilkinson...
(Cont'd from page 1)
McConnell.
-I'm just kind of watching developments," Wilkinson said.
The only Democrat actively
campaigning to run against
McConnell is Jefferson County
Judge-Executive Harvey Sloane,
but some Democratic Party leaders
have publicly questioned if Sloane
is the best man for the job.
Sloane has lost two statewide
contests — he ran for governor in
1979 and 1983 — and there arc
questions about his vote-getting
and fund-raising abilities.
McConnell will be very wellfinanced for any opponent.
Through the end of 1988, .he had
raised more than S1.4 million and
has nearly $1.2 million on hand.
McConnell said he expects to have
to raise S4 million to S5 million for
his re-election.
Wilkinson was asked if he was
interested in the possible candidacy
of Ralph Hacker, a Lexington
broadcaster who has said he may
challenge McConnell in a GOP
primary next year,
Hacker, who is best known for
his work on broadcasts of University of Kentucky sporting events, is
close to Wilkinson and headed
Republicans for Wilkinson during
the 1987 campaign.
"I know very little about
Ralph's intentions with respect to
the Senate," Wilkinson said.
Even so, Wilkinson said Hecker
would make a "formidable and
credible candidate" if he decides
to run.

Trailer break-in
reported locally
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department investigated the apparent break-in of a trailer behind
Southwest School, according to a
report filed by Deputy Kenny
Collins.
According to the report, Keith
Anderson of Paducah discovered
the break-in Monday. He discovered S5,298 of copper in 20-foot
sections missing. The report stated
the break-in occurred Saturday or
Sunday around 10 a.m. to noon on
either day.
The trailer is owned by ChesterO'Donley and Associates of Paducah. No other information was
axailable.

of the Wilkinson Administration."
A morning program will provide
information on services offered by
the University followed by an
afternoon session focusing on
Cabinet programs for existing
industries.
For more information about the
conference contact either Debbie
Kimbrough at (502)564-4229 at the
Cabinet for Economic Development or Stan Key at (502)762-4229
at Murray State University. .

Cambodia...
(Cont'd from page 1)
matic approach would he inappropriate," .said Alex Almasov, an
crs —Asian specialist at the State
Department.
The congressional critics point to
diplomatic contact with Vietnam
over soldiers missing-in-action
there.
"We don't recognize Vietnam
but we're constantly interacting
with them,''i Rowland said. "Half
the Congress has been over there"
as well as special U.S. emisseles.
"We've picked up remains from
Libya and they're not exactly our
friends either," he said. "We
allowed them to get some political
mileage."
While Cambodia is essentially a
satellite of Vietnam, diplomatic
contact with Phnom Penh is a more
delicate matter than dealing with
Hanoi, which is largely accepted
despite the lack of diplomatic ties.
In Cambodia. three rebel groups
including the Khmer Rouge headed
by Pol Pot and two others supported by U.S. aid have been fighting to overthrow the Vietnaminstalled government. With
Vietnam's pledge to withdraw its
troops from Cambodia, Hun Sen is
desperately seeking legitimacy for
his government. Earlier this year he
visited Bangkok for the first time
for negotiations with Thai leaders
to seek a resolution to the 10-year
conflict.
State Department officials fear
that the Phnom Penh government
would simply use U.S. contact over
the MIA issue as a political tool.
"Obviously what the Phnom
Penh regime wants from us is some
sort of diplomatic approach that
would confer some sort of legitimacy on them," Almasov said.
"Since we feel the MIA issue is a
humanitarian one and since we
have made it clear that we are prepared at any time to receive the
remains they say they. have, we feel
they should respond positively."
The GOP congressmen say they
are well aware of HIm Sen's political motivations, btlt they believe
that direct contact over the remains
alone would not seriously affect
American foreign policy in Southeast Asia.
"I have no desire to build him
dp and give him credibility .., but
my God, we have to be willing to
at least talk to the people," Smith
said.
He added that State Department
officials "think it will shake our
credibility in the region and insult
Indonesia and Thailand. I don't."
The congressmen believe Phnom.
Penh is genuinely willing to turn
over the remains.
"They have clearly seen the
positive exposure Vietnam has gotten by turning remains over. I think
they
to duplicate that,"
Ro
Rowland said.
Hun Sen recently reiterated his
willingness to discuss the MIA
issue with U.S. officials. But Rowland predicted that Cambodian
leaders would hold out for direct
U.S. contact so they can "get more
bang for their effort."
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.Political maneuvers
seem like soap opera
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The former gubernatorial candidate Dr.
dancing, prancing and romancing Grady Stumbo and current Lt. Gov.
for political position for the com- Brereton Jones as Democratic caning elections would make a great didates who could give McConnell
soap opera plot.
a run.
Everything is included.
- Democrats should feel some
There is blind ambition, deaf urgency about unseating McConambition and just plain dumb ambi- nell. If he wins a second, six-year
tion. There are coy candidates and term, he would be almost impossiardent suitors. Back-stabbing and ble to dislodge. But, as in most
rumor-mongering are practically things, Kentucky Democrats aren't
vocations. There are questions thinking about their party, just
\about who's doing what to — and themselves.
)with — whom.
Which brings us to 1991 and the
And there is a cast of seemingly really coveted starring role — the
thousands. There are old standbys governorship.
and those with only vaguely familJones is already a candidate for
iar faces. There are also spirited governor, as he has had the refreshnewcomers, some of whom will ing frankness to acknowledge.
disappear quietly while others
The wild card is Wilkinson, who
move on to the big time.
retains a burning desire to serve
In other words, it's a fairly rou- longer than four years. Wilkinson
tine off-year political season in failed to get the General Assembly
Kentucky.
to put a succession amendment on
First stop on the merry-go-round the ballot in 1988, and that effort
is 1990 when incumbent Republi- was such a blunder he may have
can Sen. Mitch McConnell will be .nixed it for 1990. as well.
defending his U.S. Senate seat.
But a new scenario has been cirMcConnell, as you may recall, culated involving Wilkinson -sh9cked some people by defeating Martha Wilkinson.
1-o-term incumbent Democratic
Cynics argue that the appearance.
Sen. Walter, -Dee" fiuddleston.
of the first lady on hundreds of
The former Jefferson County billboards across the commonjudge-executive is bent on not wealth may not be as altruistic as it
repeating the mistakes Huddleston might appear. The billboards were
made.
donated and feature a giant picture
of Mrs. Wilkinson and a recomMcConnell is accumtlating
mendation that people join .her
truckloads of .money
the total -G,E.D. Army."
may reach S5 million or more -L
.There appears to be a not-sosending out news releases on his subtle effort under way from the
attendance and voting records and governor's office to promote the
launching pre-emptive strikes first lady. Wilkinson himself took
against prospective opponents.
pains to do just that as recently as
McConnell tried to paint Gov. his self-described state of he comWallace Wilkinson into a corner by monwealth address on statewide
stating flatly he expects the gover- television when he referred to
nor to run against him. Wilkinson Martha as the -laser beam from
is not commenting.
Liberty."
Republican Ralph Hacker, sidePerhaps the Wilkinson circle
kick to Caywood Ledford on Uni- wants to borrow a trick from forversity of Kentucky Wildcat broad- mer Alabama Gov. George C. Walcasts, also has expressed an interest lace, who ran his wife Lurleen for
in running against McConnell.
governor when he was constitutionMcConnell's comments not- ally barred from doing so.
withstanding, some think the best
It could set up an interesting
way to beat him would be in a contest in 1991.
As always, there will also be any
primary.
Current Jefferson County Judge- number of guest appearances
Executive Harvey Sloane is already before the 1991 primary — some
running, but there is a widely held lasting longer than others. In 1988,
suspicion among Democrats and for example, former state Sen. Joe
Republicans alike that he cannot Prather made little more than a
win. Attorney General Fred Cowan cameo appearance. Wilkinson, a
fancies himself a candidate for newcomer, was expected to last
higher office, but the U.S. Senate just as long and ended up the star
may be too high.
of the show.
Danny Briscoe, a Wilkinson conMaybe a new star will be born in
fidante and former Democratic Par- the next few months.
ty chairman, offered the names of
Stay tuned.
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Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich & French Fries

$229 •
Special Good Feb. 6-11
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
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I am the youngest of five, one of
the prolonged families in which
children sprang up at odd intervals,
like wildflowers in a plot full of
weeds. My parents were old before
was born — father, 49 and whitehaired; mother, 39 and wilting.
Perhaps because of my parents'
ages, breakfast at my house when I
was growing up was a restrained
affair. Essential conversation —
"Please pass the cereal," or "May I
have money for Girl Scout dues?"
— was barely tolerated. As a
result, I admit I am not one of
those cheery souls who greets each
day with gusto. In short, I'm not a
"morning person."
Imagine my chagrin, then, when
I am told the hest way to get to
know my new home is to have
breakfast at a local eatery:
"Rudy's," a long-time Murray resident assures me. "You'll understand this town better if you spend
some mornings there."
Not one to shirk advice from an
expert, I rise at six one foggy winter dawn to prepare for my breakfast at Rudy's. My first problem is
deciding what to wear. I discard
jeans and a sweatshirt as too casual. Actually, it is an image of my
mother which deters me. I can just
hear her saying, "Where do you
think you're going in that get-up?"
So I change to a respectable skirt
and sweater, grab my raincoat and
a notebook, and jump into the car.
It's 7:22 a.m. The sun isn't quite
shining, but there's promise in the
way the early light pokes through

121
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Main
Street
By
Constance
Alexander

the morning mist. At first glance.
the courthouse square in nearly
empty. A lone Datsun is parked by
the drug store on the north side of
the square. The east and south
sides are free of cars, but on the
west there is a cluster df vehicles.
They huddle together as if they are
trying to read the headlines of the
newspapers that are sold in front of
Rudy's Restaurant. I resist the urge
to buy a paper from one of the vending machines. After all, I have
come to Rudy's to get better
acquainted with my new
hometown.
It's like walking into a painting,
a Kentucky version of the
Rembrandt masterpiece on the "Old
Dulch Masters" box. .The focal
point is a table that is nearly in the
center of the rectangular room. A
circle of elders presides. They
seem to know everyone else in the
restaurant, and address them all by
name.
Determined to be as discreet as
possible, I tiptoe to a booth close
to the door and slide in. A waitress.
obviously sensitive to the needs of
us non-morning types, slips me a

steaming cup of coffee. I have not
yet spoken a word.
Safe in my corner, I ease my
notebook to the top of the table,
coax a pen from the dark recesses
of my handbag. I pretend to be
writing a grocery list. hut I actually
start eavesdropping.
There is talk of basketball and
championships, some discussion of
a recent car accident. At least I
think those are the topics. Everyone seems to be speaking in a kind
of verbal shorthand.
"You know who I'm talkin'
about," a man insists to his table
mates. "What's-her-name's son."
-Right!" one of the listeners
finally agrees. "Wendell's cousin,"
he announces, and the others nod
in recognition.
After my second cup of coffee. I
am finally capable of forming
words with my mouth. "Biscuits.
No gravy," I say to the waitress,
hoping my New Jersey accent will
go undetected.
I am alert enough now to take a
closer look at the other patrons.
Across from me, two men share a
table. One is rivete.d to his paper.
the other smokes a cigarette and
stares off into the distance. At a
table toward the back of the
restaurant. a father and his teenage
daughter swap sections of The
Courier-Journal along with an
occasional smile. Two or three men
table hop. stopping to chat with
each group as if they were circulating at a party.
As it gets closer to 8 a.m.. many

of the customers pay their bills and
leave, probably' heading for Work.
The pace of take-out business
increases. The rush does not bother
the woman working the counter
though. She seems to know what
people want before they even ask.
By 8:15, there are only four of
us lingering at random tables, and
I'm busy taking notes. Two others
are reading their newspapers intently. The last — a white-haired man
in a baseball cap — finishes a cup
of coffee at the counter, rises
abruptly. fished some coins from
his pocket, looks at his watch, and
heads for the door. He hurries. as if
he is late. As he rushes past me I
can read the inscription on his hat
brim. -No clock to punch," it
declares, -I'm retired."
By 8:30, I've consumed enough
coffee to keep a bass boat afloat. I
review my notes, trying to discern
what important facts I've learned .
about Murray. Kentucky, during
my breakfast at Rudy's.
Later that day. I describe my
early morning adventures to
another lont-time local resident.'
He laughs. "You really want to
know what makes this town tick?
You've got to have breakfast at
Sammons Bakery. But that's by
invitation only," he's quick to point
out.
So I'm left with a new challenge: either wangle an invite to
Sammons or see if I can sneak in
undetected. Whatever the method.
it means that I face at least one
more breakfast of champions.
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The looting of America; bailouts without end
As of this writing, the government of Brazil is fishing around the
U.S. Treasury for a "bridge loan"
— estimated at $4 billion — to
meet interest payments on its S115
billion debt. With Brazil's paper_
selling for 50 cents on the dollar.
what Brazil is asking for, then, is
foreign aid.
Several months ago, the U.S.
handed Mexico a check for $3.5
billion, to get it over a rough patch
in servicing its $105 billion debt.
Did Mexico agree, in exchange, to
cut back on its huge Soviet and
Cuban embassies, or to assist in
corraling the Marxist regime in
Nicaragua. Not on your life. Uncle
Sap simply shipped off the dough.
The American people had best
wake up — for a movement is now
afoot to secretly offload much of
that $1.3 trillion Third World debt
— over onto the national debt of
the United States.
Already, the big media drums
have begun beating in unison for
"debt relief." The prestige press is
full of columns, editorials and
news stories about how "democracy" is in peril in Argentina, Brazil,
Mexico, Peru — $295 billion in
debt among them — if new loans
are not forthcoming, and debt relief
on the old loans is not granted.
A Marxist mayor was just
elected in a major Brazilian city; in
Buenos Aires, Peronistas are sais to
be moving up in the coming election. In Peru, the Maoist Shining
Path, in concert with the drug
lords, threatens to become a
dominant force; Venezuala has
halted debt problems.
These "democracies" can't take
it any more, we are told; they
desparately need debt relief; and it
is in the vital interest of the United
States to provide it. Since the Big
Banks can't, or won't. the U.S.
government must take the lead.
Prediction. if President Bush
accedes to the international bankers, and begins taking on the debts
of the Third World, he will march
America into a fiscal Vietnam,

yoking this country's solvency to
regimes already sinking in their
Patrick J.
own bankruptcy and incompetence.
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S90 billion portfolio. The Federal
What all this dire talk of "demoHousing Administration is reportCallov,i)., County Sheriff Wencracy in danger" adds up to is ing record defaults in its $283 bil- dell B. Pattern urges residents to
another shake-down of the Ameri- lion portfolio of losses and guaran- play their 1948 taxes belore March
cans, another form of international
tees; the V.A. is running comparI to avoid a six percer.1 penalty.
extortion. It is the old game played
able losses in its $147 billion
Births reported include a boy to
in the '60s, where African and
program; the Rural Electrification Dr. and Mrs. Harry E. Wright, Feb.
Asian regimes routinely threatened
Administration could lose up to $8 2,;„ a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Carl
to go Communist, if we didn't keep
billion on loans to utilities that Itowton,-Feb. 4; a girl to Mr. and
them afloat with foreign aid.
Mvested in nuclear power. Losses Mrs. Roscoe Feagin, a boy to Mr.
When Argintine diplomats warn
are piling up in the $41 billion stu- and Mrs. Eugene Chaney, a girl to
us they must have debt relief and
dent loan program, the export- Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Sliolar and a;
new loans, or the people will turn
import bank portfolio, military girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Wilto the Peronistas, our answer sales accounts, and the SBA., We liams, Feb. 5.
should be: Go to the Peronistas are facing bailouts without end.
and be damned. If Argentinians One day taxpayers will have to
want to be ruled by that crowd, make good all of these deadbeat
why should we have to bribe them
loans, even while Congress — a 50
kiceeeught
to vote otherwise.
percent pay raise on the way — is itget:141rWtauvid
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Virtually every one of these/ talking of imposing newer, higher
Latin "democracies" we Ameri- taxes.
cans have been celebrating in the
America's wealth is great, but it
Reagan years is a vast welfare is not inexhaustible; we have
state, a socialist morass which enough debts of our own to pay
would sink into bankruptcy without without taking on everyone else's.
huge and constant infusions of U.S.
With only a fraction of the
capital. We are draining the wealth
money we have funneled into Third
fi:
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of the West keeping these regimes World regimes, directly and indisolvenL The best, perhaps only, rectly, over- three decades. we
way to cure these countries of their could have built and deployed SDI,
addiction to socialism is to rub eliminated the capital gains tax.
their noses in it, to bring them sent our stock market soaring,
face-to-face with its consequences. ' attracted tens of billions in new
let the radicals run the place for a investment, and chopped down the
while; and perhaps they will all national debt, right here in the
wake up to the truth that socialism United States. Let the Europeans
is unworkable.
and Japanese take over the foreign
Nor does America have the aid and international bailout game
wealth to bail them out, for we are for a while; let's start investing in
already well along the road to our America.
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DATEBOOK Deau

By Abigail
Van Buren

Questions of Girl's Past Raise
Doubts About Couple's Future
DEAR ABBY: I have something
on my mindthat bothers me a lot
I am a young man (under 20 years
old) and I am about to ask my
girlfriend to marry me. She is
slightly younger than I am, and
we've been going together for a little
over a year. When we first started to
date, I asked her some questions
about her past, and for some reason,
I just don't believe that she told me
the truth. Am I wrong not to believe
someone I love? (I really do love
her.) I want to believe her, but every
time I think about it, I find it very
hard to believe.
What can - or should - I do?
What if she was lying to me, and I
find after we are married that she
lied about something else? Please
help me. I'm about to make a big
move in my life, and I want to know
if I should or not. I need to hear
from you really soon.
DOUBTING HER

friends with this guy and his wife.
The guy becomes his wife's supervisor. As a "boss" he treats everybody harshly - including his best
friend's wife - then comes the
weekend and he wants the four of
them to party together like "old
times."
Mad's wife doesn't expect any
special treatment at work and she's
all for partying with this guy and
his wife. The husband says, no way.
When asked for your opinion, you
sided with the wife.
How could you, Abby? When a
"friend" becomes your boss, he
ceases to be your friend. No man
can serve two masters. A friendship
cannot survive where there is a
business relationship. I learned
long ago that you can't do business
with a relative or close friend. To do
so is the surest way to end a
friendship. Surely, common sense
should have taught you this.
WALLACE A. KRAPF

Women's Guild to meet tonight
Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall. Plans for the upcoming Spring
Luncheon/Fashion Show will be discussed. Also plans for a possible Day
of Recollection will be discussed. All members and interested persons Are
urged to attend, a guild spokesman said.

Charity brunch to be Saturday
The "Sigma Sweetheart Charity Brunch" will be Saturday. Feb. 11,
from 10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant in downtown Murray.
The price will be S4 for adults with children under the age of six free.
Proceeds will go to local charities, according to a spokesman for the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club, sponsor of the annual
event. The public is urged to attend.

SCV Camp to meet Wednesday

KIWANIANS MAKE PRESENTATIONS - Dr. Harold Eversmeyer,

The first meeting of the Gen. Lloyd Tilghman Camp of the Sons of the
Confederate Veterans (SCV) organization will be Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 7
p.m. at the newly renovated Ann Washington Leslie Home. 1310 Broadway, Paducah. The Kentucky Division of the Sons of Confederate Veterans has endorsed the expansion of the Confederation in Paducah after the
success of the Tilghman-Bcauregard Camp No. 1460 in Mayfield. The
program will be on "The Life of A Confederate Soldier." All interested
persons are invited.

Harris Grove Club will meet

right in top photo, is presented a Life Membership in Kiwanis International plaque by Arlie Scott, secretary of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
Eversmeyer is a long time member of the Murray club. Worldwide,
less than one tenth of one percent of Kiwanis members are eligible
and selected for this honor. Scott, a charter member of the Murray
Kiwanis Club, is also a recent Life Member Kiwanis International. In
the bottom photo, Darwin Kelsey, left, cubmaster of Cub Scout Pack
57, accepts a check by Robert Daniel of the Murray Kiwanis Club,
sponsor of Pack 57 which currently has 55 boys in all levels of Cub
Scouting.

Harris Grove Homemakers Club will meet Wednesday. Feb. 8, at 10
a.m. at Ellis Community Center with Katherine Ray and Margaret Taylor
as hostesses. At the January meeting, Hattie Lee Galloway presented a
lesson on "Living Arrangements in Later Life; Katherine Ray gave the
devotion; Margaret Taylor presided; and Gene Wrather and Nova Lee
Wendt gave reports. Hostesses were Lena Jones and Elizabeth Parks. Prenot
Do
DEAR DOUBTING:
could
You
were 13 members and one guest, Jean Cloar, counry extension agent
KRAPF:
sent
MR.
DEAR
marry this girl until you both
have had premarital counsel- be right. You could also be in home economics.

ing. Perhaps your questions wrong. If this sounds like a copwere inappropriate, unfair, of out, it's not. There are no
no real consequence or were absolutes in business relationreally none of your business. ships or family ties. FurtherMaybe she lied to protect her- more, all generalities are danself. And maybe she didn't lie. gerous - including this one.
This will all come out in counseling, and I urge you to resolve
this matter before you consider
marriage.
What teen-agers need to know about

Murray Band Boosters will meet Thursday, Feb. 9, at 7:30 p.m. in the
band room of Murray High School. The officers will meet at 7 p.m. All
members and interested persons are urged to attend. according to Earlene
Woods, publicity chairman for the Boosters.

sex, drugs, AIDS, getting along with
their peers and parents is now in
Abby's updated, expanded booklet,
"What Every Teen Should Know."
Sand your name and address, plus
check or money order for $3.50 ($4 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby's Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
Postage is included.

Ash Wednesday service will be at First United Methodist Church on
Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 7:30 p.m. "This marks the beginning of the Christ
ian season known as Lent which will continue for 40 days, climaxed h‘
the celebration of the Resurrection on Easter," according'to the Rev.
Nowell Bingham, church pastor, who invites the public to attend.

* •*

DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
"Mad in Montana" made me "Mad
in New York." Mad's wife works in
a factory where his best friend
works. Mad and his wife are close

Band Boosters plan meeting

Methodists plan service

Brotherhood. event Saturday

ele

SCV Camp to meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet Thursday. Feb. 9, at
7:30 p.m. in the county court room
of Graves County\ Court House,
Mayfield.
Compatriot David Bowker of
Cobbs Battery will present a special program. Members are urged
to attend and visitors and prospective members arc welcome, according to Commander Cletus Murphy
Jr.
The Camp hosted the annual
observance for the birthdays of
Generals Robert E. Lee and
Stonewall Jackson on Thursday,
Jan. 28, at Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
About 30 members and guests were
present.
Fulton County Judge/Executive
James M. Everett; Executive Director of Visions Inc., Dan McKinnis:
and Fulton County Business Man
Jimmy Treas.
These three men discussed the
movement underway to have
Columbus-Belmont battlefield declared a national battlefield.
"Many of the area feel that this
undertaking is long overdue. This

would not only give recognition to
an important part of our history,
but would also serve to attract
more tourism into our area,"
Everett said.
Commander Murphy introduced
the speakers. He gave certificates
of appreciation to the guests of the
evening and others who have aided
the cause of Tilghman-Bcauregard
Camp.
Dr. Harvey Lynn Elder gave the
invocation and benediction. The
group sang "Dixie" led by Carol
Barnes with Patricia Stallins as
accompanist.
Quartermaster Dale Webb led in
the salute to the colors. "Ah! May
the Red Rose Live Always" was
sung by Mrs. Barnes. accompanied
by Mrs. Stallins. The meeting
closed with the singing of "My Old
Kentucky Home."
Anyone desiring application for
membership or more information
on becoming a member of the Sons
of Confederate Veterans should
contact Commander Cletus Murphy
Jr., RL 1, Box 179, Wingo, Ky.,
42088.

BUY DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

WHOLESALE
Month of February Only

WILL BUILD AT COST PLUS

The Brotherhood of Blood River Baptist Association will have its
Wildlife Dinner on Saturday, Feb. 11, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the associational office at Hardin. The meal will consist of wild game kilted by men in
the association. Each man is bring a wild game dish or a vegetable or a
dessert.

North Fork News

Visitors reported in area
Gallirnore and Louise Holley visBy MRS. R.D. KEY
ited Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Holley on
Jan. 23, 1989
Tuesday.
Visitors of Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
of Murray while a patient at'Henry
on Jan. 15.
Pashcall
County Medical Center, Paris.
Mrs. Cooper Jones visand
Mr.
Tenn., included the Rev. Malcolm
Jenkins on ThursBertie
Mrs.
ited
Norton, the Rev. Jerry Lee, the
afternoon.
day
Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes,
Tabitha 1.ec spent Friday and
Mitch Sykes and Mr. and Mrs.
at the home of her grandSaturday
Ralph Gallimore. After her dismisRev. and Mrs. Warren
the
parents.
sal, she returned- home with her
Sykes.
daughter, Dene Sills. Visitors there
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
included Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
son
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Estelle Morris and Gwinna
on Saturday.
Fletcher
Gallimore.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, visited Mr. and ,ere in Jackson, Tenn., on ThursMrs. Larry Blakely and daughter; ----day while Peggy McCree had
surgery.
Karla, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludic Malray, Mrs.
Myrtle Rose Hill spent Saturday
Reva
Paschall and Mr. and Mrs.
Sykes.
Jennie
with
Mrs.
night
.Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith of Steve Ilepner visited the Rev. and
Mrs. Steve Smith of St. Louis,
Memphis, Tenn., were the recent
guests of Mrs. Jennie Sykes, Mr. Mo., Jan. 21 and 22.
The 'Rev. and Mrs. Steve Smith
and Mrs. Hulic Hastings and
children, Greg and Timothy,
and
Myrtle Rose Hill.
left Jan. 23 for Malaysia to serve as
Mrs. Ida Elkins, Bobbie Baucum
and Virginia Owen of Paris, Tenn., missionaries Tor two years.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
visited Mr. and Mrs. Coy KuykenNashville. Tenn., the Rev. and Mrs.
dall recently.
Glynn Orr and sons, Ricky and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller v ited
Bryan, visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins Sun
On the weekend of Jan. 21. The
afternoon.
ts and Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes and
children, Bryan and Amanda, Orr attended service on Sunday at
Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
recently visited Mrs. Lanoice HearMr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and the
Tenn.
Parsons.
of
ington
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee visited the
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Orr were the
recent guests of Mrs. Jennie Sykes. Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
-Mrs. Estelle Morris, Gwinna Jewel Key Saturday afternoon. The
Wyatts also visited Mrs. Bcrtie
Jenkins.
Get well wishes to all the sick
and shutins.
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Above-Ground and In-Ground
Do-It-Yourself Kits Available
WHOLESALE ALSO • FEB. ONLY

1-800-821-3087

TWINS (PG)
Swarzenegger
DeVito
7:10, 920
WHO'S
HARRY CRUMBS
J Candy (P(r
13)
t10
7;

s 11

Small

$1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
1.6 pia

•r‘i •

Dismissals
Miss Yvonne Baldwin, Box
209E, New Concord; Mrs. Cindy
DeShields and baby girl. Rt. 1, vox
14, Shiloh Road, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Mrs. Nancy Myers and baby girl.
Box 348. Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. Vera
Cohoon, 309 South 15th St., Murray; Mrs. Martha Hale, Rt. 6,
Murray;
David Moore, 1711 Ridgewood,
Murray; Jeremy Haley, Rt. 3, Murray; Andrew Kilby, 408 North
Sixth St., Murray;
William Jones, 217 South 13th
St., Murray; J.W. Harpole, Rt. 1,
Farmington;
Hershel, Wyatt, Rt. 1, Box 108,
Hardin; Mrs. Louise Thompson, Rt.
3, Box 342C, Murray.

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Feb.
5, have been released as follows:
Nevilbern admissions
Jones baby girl, parents. Kimberly and Jimmy, Rt. 3, Box 332,
Murray;
French baby boy, parents. Janet
and Ricky. Rt. 2. Box 281A,
Springville, Tenn.:
Jones baby girl, parents, Bobbi
and John, Rt. 1, Box 292A, Wingo:
Irby baby boy, parents. Teresa
and Jimmy, 1001 Maple, Apt. 5,
Princeton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Eliza Morris and baby girl.
Rt. 1, Box 81, Palmersville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Donna Wilson and baby boy,
Rt. 4, Box 49, Murray:
Mrs, Melissa Crain and baby
Rt,.. 1, Box 280A, Purycar,
boy,
disand
admission
One newborn
missals at Murray-Calloway Coun- Tenn.; Mrs. Shannon Norsworthy,
ty Hospital for Saturday, Feb. 4, Rt. 2, Box 12Aa5, Murray:
Paul Lyles, Rt. 2, Box 181, Murhave been released as follows:
ray; Mrs. Mary Ann Turner, 1309
Newborn admission
Weatherford baby girl, parents. Poplar St., Muliwy;
Mrs. Camilla McElroy, Rt. 1',
Rhonda and Kevin, Rt. 3, Box 256,
Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Alma L. SeeParis, Tenn.
ley, Rt. 6, Box 76, Princeton:
Radford Brooks Windsor
(expired) tin 7, Box 583, Murray;
Solon F. iarnell (expired) 113
Italian
South 10111 St., Murray.

With Garlic Bread • Salad 89 Extra
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks

I NIP It

(Rent Your Movies At The Mow)
Open 11 m 10 p m

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Feb. 3,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Clymer baby boy, mother, Darlene, P.O. Box 382, Murray;
Crain baby boy, parents, Melissa
and Kevin, Rt. 1, Box 280A,
Purycar, Tenn.;
Wilson baby boy, parents, Donna
and Timothy, Rt. 4, Box 49,
Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Julie Morrison, 1910
Greenbrier Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Merle Jean Watkins, 803 North
20th St., Murray; Sammy Bradshaw, 519 Shady Lane, Murray:
Mrs. Kathy Clayton, Rt. 2, Box
15D, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Inetha
Rowlett, Rt. 4, Box 645, Murray:
Fred Herndon, Rt. 4, Box 139,
Murray;
Gary Morefield, Rt. 5, Box
620A, Murray; Joe Pat Thornton,
1511 Diuguid Dr., Apt. F41, Murray; Gilbert Walters, Rt. 1,
Symsonia:
Mrs. Norenc Tucker, 403 'North
18th Sst., Murray; Thomas Hughes,
Rt. 2. Box 177, Haz.cl, Tom
Padgett, Rt. 1, Box 58, Almo;
Kermit Halstad, 3985 L.K. Bayshore Dr., Apt..Ff5C19, Bradenton,
Flat: Orville Owcn, Rt. 1, Box 112,
Hazel;
Clarence McClure, 300 Woodlawn, Murray; Oche Cheirs, 1505
Harrison, Hickman; Mrs. Ople
Phillips, 723 'Vine St., Murray.

Spaghetti Special
$ 1 19
$ 1 95
Large

RAINIKAN
T Cruise
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THREE
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Newborns and dismissals are
released by the local hospital
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You can't eat this well at home for this price.
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Community events
Tuesday, Feb. 7
Singer Barbara Bailey Hutchinson will perform free at 7:30 p.m.
in Curris Center Stables, Murray
State University.
Murray State University Lady
Racers will play a basketball game
with South Alabama at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
German Shepherd Dog Club will
meet at 8 p.m. at Calloquy public
Library. For informafkrr call
436-2858.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, is scheduled at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Singles Class will meet at Tp.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Ladies Study Group will meet at
7 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of University Church of Christ.
Kentucky-Barkley Bass 'n Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have its
sweetheart dinner at 6:30 p.m. at
Shoney's.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Boys will host basketball
games with Mayfield at 6 p.m. The
Band will play.
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
at 8 p.m. with officers to meet at 7
p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Tuesday, Feb. 7
North Calloway Cub Scout Pack
Committele will meet at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
paul at 753-7351.
Wednesday, Feb. 8
Ash Wednesday services will be
at 8:340 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Auditions for "Crimes of the
Heart" will be at 7 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information call
759-1752.
Ladies' day bridge with Mabel
Rogers as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Events at Calloway County
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. •
Administration of GED test will
be at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.
Video teleconference on "Motivation: the Key to Performance"
will be from 1:45 to 4;15 p.m. in
Curris Center Banquet Room No.
1. Individual admission is $25. For
information call 762-4229.
Murray State Racers will play a
basketball game with Memphis
State at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.

Wednesday, Feb. 8
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m., Wesley
Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.,
Youth club at 5 p.m. and Ash Wednesday service at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday. Feb. 8
Fellowship Supper at 5:30 .p.rn,:
Winter Bible Study at 6:30 p.th.;
Beginners' Sign Language Class at
7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Uncle Lee's Discount at Dover,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and across
from Bob and Jim's Grocery at
New Concord from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. Blood pressure checks, pulse,
Goshen United Methodist
cholesterol and triglyceride screenChurch Women will meet at 7 p.m. . ingsand Occult Blood Schreening
at the church.
Kits will be offered.

Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet as follows: Wesleyan with Alice
Koenecke at 7 p.m. and Ruth Wilson with Pat Chambers at 7:30 p.m.

Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for
senior citizens at Hazel Center
which will be open from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.
Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission Friends.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:50
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's class at 6:20 p.m.;
Bazaar Workshop at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.

Charter Counseling Center will
have and ongoing Adult Children
of Alcoholics Group from 12 to
1:30 p.m. and an ongoing Seniors
Caring and Sharing Group from 2
to 3 p.m. at 104 North Fifth St. For
information call 753-8494.
Pacers Homemakers Club has
canceled its meeting for today
Pottertown Homemakers Club
will meet at 10 a.m. at Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn.

Wednesday, Feb. 8
will meet at 10 a.m. at Ellis Cornmunty Center.
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
home of Brenda Erwin.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Low Impact
Exercise session at 10 a.m.; Masses
at 12:15 and 7 p.m.; RCIA at 7:45
p.m.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include Prayer service, business meeting and Youth Study
Group at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 9
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m. and Parent/child
reconciliation meeting at 7 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Reelfoot Trip
at 8 a.m.; Bible Study at 9:30 a.m.;
Bell Choir at 6 p.m.: Chancel Choir
at 7 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 9
Young-in-Hearts group will meet
at 10:30 a.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Group IV of Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 12 noon in
Fellowship Hall.
Murray Band Boosters will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in band room at Murray High School. Officers w.i.
meet at 7 p.m.
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp Nit
1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. in courtroom of Graves County Courthouse, Mayfield.
Murray-Calloway County La
Leche League will meet at
at Mr. Gatti's Restaurant.
Dexter Homemakers Club All!
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Community Center.

BYWs of Elm Grove Baptist
Church will mee3t at 6:30 p.m. in
Harris Grove Homemakers Club 'home of Myra Melson.
rillteoW
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Big Appetite?

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m. and Choir Practice at 6:30
p.m.
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Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.;
Drama Practice at 8:30 p.m.
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Estelle Gray Group of First Baptist Church Women will meet at 9
a.m. with Pauline Cobb.

`

FAMILY RESTAURANTS
Mon Sat. from i p.m.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.: Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.:
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Lady Racer preview

Martin making a bang
despite all the banging

Sun Belt opponent
a tough foe tonight
Of course, South Alabama will
have to take on the Lady Racers in
homey Racer Arena, where N1SU is
With a record of 15-5. the Mur-' 9-1 this season, 21-2 in "The Pit"
ray State Lady Racers are going to over the last two years.
Murray State is coming off a
find out just how good they are
tonight in Racer Arena at 7:30 p.m. less-than-exciting win over Austin
when the host the Lady Jaguar of Peay.
"We played okay," Childers said.
South Alabama.
USA is currently 14-7, and can "But the girls will tell you it was a
boring game. I think the girls got
clinch a share of first place in the
Sun Belt Conference if they beat down emotionally when they saw
Western Kentucky Thursday night. the crowd leave. When the crowd
They have already beaten Old
dwindled, our emotion dwindled."
Dominion, a traditionally powerful
Sheila Smith is ledding the Lady
women's team.
Racers, averaging 21.4 points a
-They're-on a roll," Lady Racer contest. Karen Johnson seems
coach Bud Childers said. "They're fully-recovered from her December
4-0 in the Sun Belt and they've ankle injury, averaging 13.2 a conwon eight of their last nine, includ- test, and also pulls down 7.2
ing upsetting N. 19 Old rebounds a game. Michelle Wenfling is averaging 12.6 points, and
Dominion."
Childers said the Lady Racer- leads the team with 8.4 rebounds a
Lady Jaguars will he quite similiar game.
ChiIciers is hoping a tough foe
to another battle with a Sun Belt
like South Alabama will help prefoe.
"It'll he like watching the West- pare his hall club for a major road
ern game all over." Childers said. encounter at Middle Tennessee this
"We're a very decided underdog." weekend.
The Lady Jags are led by Ella
"Last week, when we played
Williams, a three year letterman Tennessee State and followed with
from Mobile. Ala. The 6-0 senior is Middle, we weren't as sharp,"
Childers said. "When you play
averaging 21.4 points a contest.
Adrian Vickers is USA's second good people, you build up good
leading scorer, as the junior from habits. And we've been a team of
Florala. Ala. averages 17.2 points a habits."
A win over South Alabama
game. Stephanie Richardson, a 5-6
sophomore from Monroeville, Ala. coupled with the win over Western
is a top-notch 3-point threat, shoot- and the Lady Racers' strong
Mg 47 percent from long distance. record, could merit NCAA recogniChilders said the Lady Jags like tion regardless of the outcome in
to pack it in a tight. aggressive 2-3 the Ohio Valley Conference.
"I think it's too early to tell,"
tone and he's impressed with
South Alabama's rebounding. Childers said. "The next two weeks
"They have four girls averaging tell us whether we deserve to be a
NCAA team."
five or more rebounds."
By DAVID RAMEY

Murray Laclgisr & Tunas Sports Writtor

Daniel T. Parker
Sports Editor

Racer forward Jeff Martin finds no opposition to this dunk off a
Don Mann pass against Austin Peay while teammates Ronald
"Popeye" Jones, Chris Ogden and Terence Brooks (left to right)
Staff photo by Daniel T -Parker
follow the play.

Steve Newton, head coach of the
Murray State Racers, told reporters
following Saturday's win over
Austin Peay that he never takes
Jeff Martin for granted.
He doesn't take him for granite,
either, although enemy defenses
have begun treating MSU's alltime career scoring leader as if he's
made of stone.
Martin shrugged off the extra
defensive pressure he's seen from
opponents in his post-game comments, tactfully pointing out that
the more times he's pushed,
grabbed or shoved, the more
chances he's going to have for
charity tosses from the free throw
line.
"I got to the free throw line
tonight, and that helped," said Martin, who tossed in nine of his
game-high 25 points in 11 chances
from the stripe. The way I look at
it, two points is two points."
Martin's free throw shots also
gave the 6-6 Cherry Valley (Ark.)
product a chance to catch his
breath after the extra labor he's
having to put forth in order to
negotiate the court.
"He's having to work awful hard
to get his hands on the basketball
and to get a clear shot," Newton
said. "The last couple of games,
I've thought he's been used more
than is fair.
"Basketball is a finesse game,"

Newton added.
Basketball is also a contact
game, although the way some referees call it, it seems to be more
"con" than "tact."
Are the Ohio Valley Conference
referees giving Martin a form of
"star treatment," feeling that Martin's defenders should get away
with more rough stuff than others
would be allowed?
"I don't know what their thinking is," Newton said on Monday.
"All I know is what is in the
(rule) book," Newton added. "And
the book says anytime someone
continues to hold or handcheck...sometimes even what you
would call a forearm shiver...that's
not in the book.
"It should be called consistently
for all players," he said.
The extra attention Martin gets is
not affecting only him, other Racers noted. "As we play more and
more people scout us, they all start
doing a better job of stopping Jeff,"
Don Mann, Martin's four-year
"M&M" buddy said after the Peay
win. "They're going to do all they
can to stop Jeff. It's getting harder
and harder to get the ball to him.
They're putting more pressure on
me so I won't see him when he
pops open."
Mann added that the other Racers on the floor are also doing extra
duty on setting picks to shoo the
flies off Martin's back, while Linzie Foster added that the Racers
realize that anything they can do —
from scoring points to grabbing
rebounds to playing tough defense
of their own — helps take the pressure off.
There may, oddly enough, be
two positive side effects from the
(Cont'd on Page 7)

UK sends response to NCAA; hints of changes
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The University of
Kentucky sent the NCAA an eight-volume response
Monday to 18 allegations of wrongdoing after telling
trustees that some changes already have been made
in the basketball program.
Bernie Vonderheide, a spokesman for the university, said the school would have no comment on the
response except to say that it had been mailed.
At the NCAA in Mission, Kan., a secretary in the
office of David Berst, director of enforcemement for
the NCAA, said the NCAA would neither confirm
nor deny whether it had received any kind of material from a university.
The trustees, who received a private briefing on
the reply, expressed full support for President David
Roselle's handling of the 10-month internal
investigation.
Roselle...earlier told The Courier-Journal of Louisville that the response will fall into three categories:
allegations the school will deny; those for which it
will accept responsibility, and those in which insufficient evidence was found to make a• judgment.
University and NCAA officials are expected to
meet in early March to see what allegations will be
presented to the NCAA's Infractions Committee.
"I hope we're in good shape," Roselle said of the
March meeting. "I have a strong urge to reach the
end of this matter."
Asked if he was satisfied with the findings in the
report, Roselle said: "I'm not satisfied with findings
unless it's a clean bill of health. But I'm satisfied
with the exemplary way the investigation has been
conducted.''
The NCAA's allegations include charges of illegal

payments to recruits, including S1,000 allegedly airexpressed to a recruit's father in California, and a
charge that player Eric Manuel cheated on a college
entrance exam.
Roselle said he would not comment on any part of
the response unless directed to do so by the courts.
Two newspapers have asked Fayette Circuit Court to
declare the response a public record under Kentucky's open-record law.
During an impromptu news conference after Sunday's meeting, Roselle said a portion of the response
describes "corrective actions' already taken in the
Kentucky basketball program.
That portion of the response includes no other
plans, such as the dismissal of any university personnel, Roselle said.
The corrective steps taken apparently 'include the
appointment of Vanderbilt basketball coach C.M.
Newton as athletic director and a decision to give the
Kentucky' president more direct control over the athletic program.
"The board received the briefing, and the reply
will go intact with no changes," said trustee Jerome
Stricker of Covington.
Another trtitee, William Sturgill, said: "I think
this board supports completely and enthusiastically
the response that is going to be filed."
The Courier-Journal and The Lexington HeraldLeader now agree that the university will neither
confirm nor deny the allegation that assistant basketball coach Dwane Casey expressed $1,000 to the
father of recruit Chris Mills.
The Herald-Leader first reported that the university would "accept full responsibility" for the allega-

RENT IT! or BUY IT!
We Rent 8k Sell Space Heaters

tion while The Courier-Journal said the school was
unable to substantiate the charge.
But in Monday's editions, The Herald-Leader said
its original story should have clarified what -accept
responsibilty- meant.
The newspaper said that evidence from the independent investigation was inconclusive on the
charge.
The Herald-Leader, however, quoted a source as
saying that if the NCAA decides the university
should be held accountable "in a general way" for

the packet of money, the university will accept
responsibility.
Emery Air Freight employees have said they found
the $1,000 when the package broke open after reaching California.
Casey has denied sending the money, and the
Mills family has denied receiving it.
Kentucky has rejected a request by both newspapers to inspect the response to the NCAA. Both have
filed an amended joint petition to an earlier lawsuit,
asking Fayette Circuit Court to declare the document
a public record.

Graves County tops Lady Tigers
STAFF REPORT
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray High Lady Tigers
found out how they stack up
against the top teams in the First
Region Monday night. They might
have preferred not to know.
The Lady Tigers ran into a buzzsaw, otherwise known as the
Graves County Lady Eagles, and.
when the dust had cleared the Lady
Eagles had upped their mark to
15-4 with a 78-53 victory over
Murray Monday night in Mayfield.
Lady Tiger coach Jimmy Harrell,
who had seen his club open February with a win at Hickman County,
was disappointed with the loss.
"They played really well and we
didn't," coach Jimmy Harrell said.
"As cold as it was outside, it was
as cold inside for us."
The Lady Tigers hit just 37 per-

cent of their field goal attempts
while Graves was hitting 57
percent.
Christy Henry led Graves with
29 points, followed by Lisa West
with 18.
Jennifer Parker paced the Lady
Tigers with 18, while Yolanda
Greenfield had 10, and Ann Greenfield nine.
While Graves pushed its record
to 15-4, the Lady Tigers fell to 7-6
as they prepare to visit Marshall
County Thursday night.
"We wanted to play well against
them," Harrell said. "We wanted to
improve with each game in
February."
Graves led from start to finish,
as they jumped out to a 20-13 lead
at the end of the first quarter. Murray got as close as three in the second quarter, but a Lady Eagle spurt
pushed their lead out to 13 at

halftime.

Craves led by 16 at the end of
the third quarter before closing the
contest out with a 25-point
advantage.
After dropping a 25-point contest to one of the region's top
teams, the Lady Tigers must now
regroup before visiting the region's
top club Thursday night.
Harrell said for the Lady Tigers
to beat Marshall County, they must
improve on the defensive end.
"We have to play good defense
and keep the score in the forties or
fifties to beat Marshall," he said.
MURRAY
13 27 42 53
GRAVES COUNTY ...........
20 44 58 78
Murray — Parker it, Y.Greenfield 10,
A.Groctifield 9, Vanover 6, llormbuckle 2, Wooldridge 2, Fairbanks 1, Miones, Bogard, Clones,
Bell, Totals FU 17-46, FT 15-22.
Graves County — Henry 29, West 18, Crump 9,
Galloway 6, Wiggins 6, Dick 3, Moreland 2,
McCuan 2, Crawford I. Totals FG 33-58, FT 9-1E.
Records -- Murray 7-6, Graves .COunty 15-4.

Gymnastics

UM,
Ready & Master Brand Space Heaters
50,000 BTU, 100,000 or 150,000 BTU
All Now In Stock
We Also Rent
Kerosene Heaters

J

110 or 220 Volt
Electric Heaters!

200 E. Main St,

Murray

753-8201

Emily Mahan, Kelly Hale and Marinda Coles (left to right) from Murray recently competed in the Class
IV State Gymnastics Meet in Knoxville, Tenn., where Mahan placed in uneven bars and vault and was
ninth out of 70 competitors overall. The girls are members of the Puryear (Tenn.) Gym Stars, which had
four club members place in the top ten during the state meet.
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Martin making a bang...
(Cont'd from Page 6)
Jeff-jumping that's occuring on the
court. First, hard work is rarely
wasted and, if the Racers are having to work harder, their game is
going to show improvement.
Secondly, all of the Martinmauling being allowed in the OVC
games may help Martin prepare for
the more-physical style of play
common in the NBA.
"The only difference is," Newton
said, "is that every player on the
floor (in the NBA)
superstar
and they're not going to concentrate on one player."
Now that the possible beneficial
side effects have been noted, however, let's forget them while
remembering that fair is fair -- and
a foul is a foul.
"I don't expect any advantage,"
Newton said concerning the officials' evaluations of fouls on the
court. He added, however, that he
doesn't like the idea of going into a
game assuming that his star forward is open game.
"Fair, firm and consistent has
always been our motto," Newton
said.
He's not expecting life to get
any easier for Martin as the OVC
battles continue. "It's a strategy
opposing teams use to keep the ball
out of his hands," Newton said.

"The last three or four games, the
intensity has increased ten-fold.
"When yda have a player of this
magnitude, this is what you have to
expect," he said.
That doesn't make it right. Rules
are written to be applied equitably;
are written in black and white, not

to be interpreted according to an
individual player's revel of talent.
Newton feels Martin and the
Racers will continue to adjust to
the poundings as long as they have
to. "Jeff is not complaining," Newton said, paying credit to the

senior's mental toughness. "He's
handling it very well." He added
that the rest of the Racers are
"answering the call" to protect and
project their scoring conduit.
"We ask no quarter," he said
"And we give no quarter."
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insurance
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Former Murray State track star Marshall Gage (center right) reaffirms his support of the university with
a $25,000 pledge for the $300,000 Track Campaign. Shown accepting the first installment on the pledge is
Stan Narewski, head men's track coach. Also shown are (from left) assistant athletic director (business
and operations) Bill Rayburn, assistant athletic director (women's sports) Margaret Simmons, athletic
director Michael Strickland and director of development Chuck Ward. Gage, a charter member of the
MSU Hall of Fame, is president of the B.B. Kirkbride Bible Co., Inc. of Indianapolis, Ind.
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Cardinals earn loss to FSU despite Ellison

'
:

By The Associated Press
Louisville got what it wanted,
sort of. The fourth-ranked Cardinals also got what they deserved.
Pervis Ellison, the team's star
center. returned to action after
missing two games with
knee
injury and played well. But the rest
of the Cardinals hobbled, losing to
No. 12 Florida State 81-78 Monday
night.
•'We got what we earned, and
that's a loss," Louisville coach
Denny Crum said. "Florida State
played their hearts out for 40
minutes and we played hard for
about 10. Our guys just didn't want
it as bad as Florida State and that's
shame.•'
Ellison, who did not start, led
host Louisville with IQ points.
Florida State, 18-2, leads the
Metro Conference at 6-1. Louisville is 164 and 5-1.
"We,had our skeptics about our
position in the Top Twenty, yet our
youngsters never questioned it and
knew they could play with anybody," Seminoles coach Pat Kennedy said.
In other games, No. 5 Oklahoma
trounced, Iowa State 126-97, No. 9
yracuse got past No. 11 Seton
'fiall 85-79, No. 16 Ohio State heat
Purdue 70-58, No. 19 Nevada-Las
Vegas downed CC Santa Barbara
77-61 and Virginia stopped No. 20
Georgia Tech 78-71.
George McCloud scored 20

points, including two foul shots
with five seconds left that gave
Florida State a three-point edge.
Louisville's LaBradford Smith then
took the inbounds pass and drove
the length of the court but missed
an off-balance, 3-point try from the
top of the key.
Tony Dawson led the Seminoles
with 21 points and Irving Thomas
had 18 points and 17 rebounds.
Smith and Felton Spencer each
scored 12 for Louisville.
Ellison went directly to whirlpool treatment after the game without comment. Smith thought the
6-foot-9 senior did fine.
"I don't think he's 100 percent
right now," Smith said, "but he
played a good game. He was kind
of worried coming off the injury.
You can't blame him for that."
Florida Stare led 68-57 with five
minutes remaining before the Cardinals rallied to 77-76 with 1:34
left. Mitchell made two foul shots
for a three-point edge but Thomas
was called for goaltending.
No. 5 Oklahoma 126
Iowa Si, 97
Stacey King scored 33 points and Oklahoma broke away with 81 points in the second
half, most ever in a Big Eight game. The
Sooners, 19-3 and 6-1 in the conference,
rebounded from a loss to Oklahoma State
that knocked them out of No. I.
Skeeter Henry scored 16 of his 18 points
in the second half as Oklahoma pulled away
from a 55-50 lead. The visiting Cyclones,
who made 31 turnovers, are 11-8 and 2-5.
No. 9 Syracuse 85
No. 11 Seton Hall 79

TIOY-BILT®
Polo Tiiers

At the Meadowlands, Sherman Douglas
scored 28 points and Stephen Thompson got
23 as Syracuse held off Scion Hall and
reached the 20-victory mark for the seventh
straight season.
The Orangemen, 20-4, won their sixth
consecutive game overall and 17th straight
against Sevin Hall. Both teams are 6-4'in the
Big East, three games behind Georgetown.
Syracuse led 65-49 with 13:41 remaining
before Seton Hall rallied within 78-76 with
210 left. Thompson responded with two foul
shots and a dunk to stop the Pirates, 19-4.
No. 16 Ohio State 70
Purdue 58
Ohio State, behind Jay Burson's 26 points,
fought its way past visiting Purdue in the
Big Ten.
A brawl broke out midway through the
second half when Purdue's Kip Jones and
Ohio State's Grady \lateen exchanged
elbows and were ejected. The Buckeyes,
leading by five points at that point, quickly
increased the margin to 14..
Ohio State, 16-5, is in a four-wary tie for
second place in the conference at 5-3 behind
Indiana. Purdue is 10-12 and 3-6.
No. 19 Nevada-1,as Vegas 77
UC,, Santa Barbara 61
David Butler scored 21 points and Greg
Anthony added 19 as Nevada-Las Vegas
ended its first two-game losing streak since
1984.

Virginia 78
No. 20 Georgia Tech 71
Richard Morgan scored 23 points and Virginia extended its home hex over Atlantic
Coast Conference teams.
'Hie Cavaliers, who earlier trounced highly
ranked North Carolina and North Carolina
State at home, is tied with those two teams
for the league lead at 5-2. Virginia i 13-6
after its sixth straight victory.
Others
Valparaiso set in Division I recd' with
19 3-point baskets in a 104-83 victors, over
Butler. The teams combined for 29 .3-pointers, another Division 1 record. Jim Ford
scored 36 points with seven 3-potnters for
Valparaiso, which upset Notre Dame earlier
this season.'
Florida A&:M was awarded a 2-0 forfeit
when Morgan State coach Nat Frazier
refused to leave the building after being
ejected with 15:40 left in the game. Morgan
State led 42-41 when Frafier got his third
technical foul for arguing. Morgan took a
seat in the seventh row of the stands, but
stayed there until the referees declared the
game iser.
Brent Price scored 22 points and South
Carolina heat visiting Southern Mississippi
105-63. Before the game, there was a prayer
and a moment of silence in remembrance
South Carolina football coach Joe Morrison,
51, who died Sunday night of a heart attack.
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Special factory pricing and low finance rates make this the best time of
the year to invest in a premium quality Ingersoll riding mower or
tractor. Big selection. limited time ofier

Sale Good thru February 28 1989

1987 Mazda 626 DLX

1985 Mercury Grand Marquis - Black

Silver

Variable speed mar-engine
rider Heavy-duty welded
-teel frame

s99500

Sale

MODEL 220 10 HP
Hydraulic
IIYDR1V®,
Into system, lift included.
>ptional hydraulic powered
attachments include
splitter, brush cutter, tiller ,s
collectors 2 IL 8.50-12 re,tr
tires

Sale

,
11/4
.4ases

'2795"

Mower Deck Included,

White

1986 Olds Ciera, 4 Dr.

White

MODEL 80 LM 8 HP

Bagger sold separately

blaik

1985 Buick Riviera

Blue

1987 V.W. Jetta, 4 Dr. - Red

1985 Sitverado RI, Loaded

1987 Chevy Caprice V8 - Silver

1985 Chrysler Fifth Avenue - Bronze

1987 016 Cutlass, 4 Dr. -Gold

1985 Olds Delta 88 - Green '

Authorized Dealer

6 MONTH - 1 YEAR
WARRANTY
on selected models
of used vehicles

MODEL 114YT 14 HP

Versatile 5-speed transaxle
lets you match travel speed
to mowing conditions.
Heavy duty welded channel
frame. Maneuverahle and
versatile.
Reg.

Sale

'1695"

Plus

ree Mower'

MODEL 448 18 HP
11YDRIN'48, fingertip control
of speed and direction. 5 optional hydraulically powered
attachemnts. High clearance
32 x 8.00-L6 rear tires. Power
lift standard.
" Valf,11686"

Sale '4595"

Mower Deck Included.

Ingenoii lbw now porno io say for 'Cos,' Lawn•Garden Tractors'

Prices Good thru Feb. 28

Murray Home & Auto
753.2571 or 753-4110
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1987 Olds Cutlass - Black

1987 Plymouth Voyager

Murray, Ky

Sports In Brief

Southside

1976 Corvette, Locally owned, Beautiful - Orange

Chestnut Street

e'dS

a'

A Few Of Our Great Buys

UP TO s200°° Off
FREE Attachment

a,

"ff

Featuring Top Of The Line Used
And New Vehicles

•Rear tines, powered wheels!
•So easy, you guide it with JUST ONE HAND!
• Models sized for every garden!

!I5 Se,

Hours:
7 30-5 30 Mon

Uri

1:305 Sot.

McKeei Equipment Co., Inc.

Visit Or Contact

Tommy Carroll, Vernon Cohoon
Or Raz Villanova
Sycamore & 12th St.

503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah[
(502) 444-0110
(502) 753-3062

Ingersoll

753-3581
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ON EDUCATION

Milerray Ledger & Times

Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger A Times. Space
allocated Jor each school district is determined by the approximate ratio
of students in each district. Pleasa direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools 753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

Calloway Middle students LaDonna Wadkins, Shelly Evans, Jason
Williams, Leah Baust, Paige Patterson, and Chad Collie observe as
Brian Craig, West Palm Beach, Fla., demonstrates make-up techniques for creating a scar on Kevin Van Dyke in the drama enrichment class.

Newberry Award book reviews were planned by Peggy Shelton's sixth
grade class at Murray Middle School. Lance the llama tells about the
"Secret of the Andes."

Calloway High Future Homemakers of America Jennifer Kimbro and
Renee Gray present a Christmas gift made by Kimbro's father to
James Grace, a resident of Fern Terrace Lodge. The CCHS FHA
sponsored the project to adopt-a-grandparent.

- Fifth graders at East Elementary in Linnie Hooks, Diane Cothran and
Vicky Linzy's classes were elves in the fifth grade Christmas assemply
program titled "How Mrs. Santa Claus saved,Christmas," directed by
Linda Stalls. From left, Holly Keel, Angela Elkins, and Rhonda Keel.

Robertson kindergarteners Mitch Woods, Josfi Garland, Lauren
Owens, Brian Blankenship and Annie Glanville gathered as cafeteria
aide Pam Thornton, dressed as the tiger for the day. The students
were studying the letter "T" by wearing black and gold and bring
stuffed tigers to show their tiger spirit.

North Calloway first graders Shawn Tucker and Daniel Matheny participated in the, "Drive Sober- Drive Smart" contest sponsored by
MADD and National Car Rental. The purpose of the contest, open to
grades 1-12, is to start with young children on changing their attitudes toward behaviour.

Students in the special vocational carpentry class at the MurrayCalloway County Area Vocational Center worked on wooden baskets
recently. Students attend the carpentry programone hour each day to
learn vocational skills. From left Amy Wilkerson, teacher Cindy Lassiter, Melissa Lovett, Lori Burkeen and Carla Henderson.

"Tiger Day" in Robertson Elementary's kindergarten class concluded
with a special visit from Leigh Ann Carter; MHS cheerleader and
tiger mascot.

it
mom
Calloway High School students who are members of FHA/HERO
began iSiting Fern Terrace retirement home on a monthly basis to
adopt-a-grandparent. Front; Nlisti Holcomb, Lisa Nanney, Terri Dick,
Dee Dee Young, Rhonda Ahart. Back; Jennifer Kimbro, Melissa
Lovett, Renee Gray, Laura Lovett, LeeAnn Darnall, Deborah
Da v enport.

Tenth grader and honor student Andy Vaughan, the son of James and
Vaughn, was recently chosen student of the week at Murray
High School. Vaughn, pictured with Century 21 agent James Hart
and Principal Bill Wells, is also a member of the Spanish club, band,
pep band, speech team, math team and the cast of the school musical
"Runaways."

Joan

As part of a comprehensive home economics grooming unit in Marlene Beach's class at Calloway High, ninth graders Debbie D'Angelo,
Greta Rollins and Amanda Pierce learn to apply makeup.

Calloway High School students Mary Lowry and Lisa Nanney, region- '
al FHA/HERO officers recently led sessions on committee day. Lowry
is regional reporter and Nanney IS devotion leader.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/whatiwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, Its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a II•W COMM'
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

iVercomelrFk
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3019
Roves. Ingebotg King 492 8348

Murray-Calloway County Area Vocational Center students took a
field trip to the West Kentucky State Vocational School in Paducah
and the Purchase Training Center in Mayfield. They toured each of
the various programs at the schools.

During a recent visit to Fort Campbell military base, fourth grade
students from SouthWest Elementary enjoyed inspecting the inside of
a tank. Front; Jamie Vance, Daniel Hutchens, Jeremy Suiter, Stephen
Dabbs, Danny Crouch, Joe Jones, Tommy Wyatt. Middle; Andrew
O'Rourke, Josh Lasater, Jeremy Yow, Jason Armstrong. Back; Jason
Workman, Boone Chambers, Jimmy Williams, James McClain, Jason
Kelso, Brad Wilson.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
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Height of roof might
limit attic room size
drill and a carbide-tipped bit,
because a regular bit will become
dull almost instantly. In making the
hole, work carefully. The bit sometimes will jam in the hole. Remove
it and take another crack at it.
Occasionally, you may have to
blow the dust and grit from the
hole so it will not interfere with the
whirling of the bit.
Q. — I plan to set an addition to
our house on a concrete slab. Will
this be all right or is it necessary to
use a foundation such as the house
sets on?
A. — Putting an addition on a
concrete slab is the modem way of
handling the job. Are you doing the
work yourself? If so, remember the
slab must be reinforced with mesh
and the slabs should be from 4 to 6
inches deep. Be careful handling
the construction of the slab. If you
have limited knowledge, better hire
a professional. No matter who does
the job, be sure waterproof insulation is placed around the perimeter
of the slab.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find helpful information on a variety of subjects in Andy Lang's handbook,
"Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending $2 to
this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck,
NJ 07666.)

Painting seen as
methodical task
On the inside, you generally will
be choosing semi-gloss, flat or
satin-finish paints. Semi-gloss
reflects light and makes a room or
hallway seem larger. It usually can
be washed successfully with soap
and water. Flat paints have a soft,
less reflective_ appearance. Satin
finishes combine the virtues of
glosses and flats. They have a quiet
luster, hide defects and can he
wiped clean.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

7ti

After reading this article and
assimilating as much as you can.
clip it and put it away. Then.
reread it before you begin your
next paint job, inside or out.
Here are some things that have
been learned over the years about
painting the interior and the exterior of your house:
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I plan to finish our attic
into two rooms and a bathroom,
doing most of the carpentry work
myself. But I am using an electrician to take care of the lighting and
a plumber to handle the bathroom.
My wife thinks attic rooms look
better if the ceilings are very high.
Is it feasible to do this?
A. — You are limited by the
height of the roof itself, since the
collar beams or joists must be at
least 2 feet below the highest point
of the roof. There are ways to
make the ceiling higher than the
normal 8 feet or so but this takes
considerable knowledge. You will
do less work if you make the knee
walls 4 feet and the ceiling height
8 feet, as these dimensions better
accommodate the sizes of the
paneling you will buy.
Q. — Years ago, I often worked
on concrete. I'd drill holes into it
with a star drill, hitting it with a
hammer and then turning it slightly
each time. I am sure there is now a
better way to make holes in concrete. Can you help?
A. — To make ordinary holes in
concrete, such as those necessary
to hold anchors for screws and
bolts, you need a portable electric
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FLOOR PLAN

FEATURES OF THIS TRADITIONAL ranch house include brick veneer
and two-together windows. A center hall affords privacy to each room. The
family room features a fireplace. There are three bedrooms. For more
information abotit Plan HA 1507A write - enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
envelope to architect Jerold Axelrod,66 Harned Rd.. Commack, NY 11725.

Outside, latex paints can he used
for a variety of materials, hut for
metal and extremely porous surfaces, an oil-based primer should
be used under either latex or oilbased paint\

Important and secondary only to
the proper preparation of the surface is the admonition to take your
time. More amateur paint chores
are ruined by the urge to get the
task over with than anything except
the desire to skip the bonng but
vital preparation chores. What's
your hurry? If ever a task
demanded a methodical approach,
.it is painting. That includes the
time required to decide the kind of
paint you are going to use, what
effect you are trying to achieve,
how you are going to handle the
trim or woodwork, how much paint
you will need and which applicators you will use on which
surfaces.

Outside. you probably will use a
latex paint. but oil-based, alkyds
and modified alkyds are excellent
for wood siding. Brick or other
masonry should be painted with an
exterior paint forMulated`fiir use on
such surfaces. Exterior wood
shakes or shingles are usually
stained, although they can-be
painted. Once stained, they should
again be. stained when a socond
treatment is necessary.

Despite some rumors,men do less cleaning
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Forget what you may have heard
or read. Men are not doing more
housework than they used to do,
says Don Aslett, self-appointed
spokesman for a cleaner way of
life.
Aslett says "90 percent of
household dirt is still caused by
men and children and 90 percent of
the cleaning is done by women.
Even -though women are working
outside the home, most are still
doing the lion's share of the housework after they get home.
As an author of a number of
books on how to clean and straighten out the mess that most of us call
home and owner of a professional
cleaning service in Pocatello, Idaho, Aslett has been collecting statistics on his favorite subject. He
says that despite what other
surveys have concluded, he has
found a surprisingly common pattern all over the world: namely that
the average woman does 26 hours
a week of housework and chores.

The average man spends 56
minutes a week."
He disputes the idea that people
care less about their home than
they used to or that they clean less.
-However, the character of cleaning
has changed. He says "most of the
time tod,ay is spent getting rid of
junk, litter and clutter. And the
main solution is don't love anything that can't love you back."
A serious message behind his
mile-a-minute tipsterism is that a
clean, uncluttered home leads to a
better attitude and outlook. "Carelessness carries over. Throw junk
out and you may find you've
cleaned up your life."
For serious cases of clutter,
Aslett's prescription is to "get up
at 5 a.m. when you are most objective and reasonable. .Don't wear
any clothes with pockets. Put on
lively music and sort possessions
into four boxes which you've
labeled junk, sort, charity and emotional withdrawal." The last is for
things you really don't have a use
for but can't bear, to throw away.

Home
improvements

Then go through the stuff in the
sort box, throw out the junk box
without looking at it again, give the
charity box away and put the emotional withdrawal box away for six
months. Then throw it away. "You
won't even remember what is in
it," he assures.
Although cleaning is an old, old
occupation, new ideas are always
coming along and people can learn
to do a better job in less time, said
Aslett, who recently went on
national television with five new
products and-or ideas to speed
things up.
The new ideas: cordless vacuums,ihighly concentrated one-use
cleaning supplies, an electrostatic
dust cloth, a newish type of sponge
and a squeejee with an angled
handle. According to Aslett, who is
a national spokesman for the Eureka Co., cordless vacs offer convenience and are easier to use, so
people will use them more often.
Though cordless vacuums run
for only a short time before needing a recharge (Eureka claims 30
minutes), most vacuuming sessions
last only about 10 minutes.
A tip that works, no matter what
type of vacuum you use, is to go
slowly and methodically just once
instead of giving an area a fast pass

several times. It takes less time
altogether and uses less energy.
Another tip: hold the cleaner loosely so the brush barely touches the
nap of the carpet. A light touch is
more efficient since it sets up a
good air flow or suction action.
Although the per-use cost of
high concentrate, one-use cleaning
supplies may be higher, Aslett says
they are more convenient and can
save money since you use the right
amount instead of too much. The
best selection of pre-measured,
single-use supplies is found in janitor supply outlets, but they are gradually coming into supermarkets,
Save space and money by eliminating unneeded cleaning supplies,
suggests Asleti The three most
useful cleaners (all available in
measured single-use packages) are:
a window cleaner that is mainly
isopropyl alcohol with a little blue
coloring for glass and spotcleaning; an all-purpose cleaner for
washing walls, floors and cupboards; and a liquid-disinfectant
cleaner to eliminate bacteria that
cause odors and kills mildew.
New gatlgets he likes include an
electrostatic dust cloth that attracts
the dust and holds it like a magnet

and a combination sponge-abrasive
pad for cleaning counters, sinks
and dishes with hardened food
deposits.
He says one of the most underrated cleaning tools is a good
squeejee. He uses one to clean windows, showers and bathtub walls,
to strip water-softened wax off
floors and an inch or so of snow
off driveways.
Employ a squeejee more efficiently on windows with a damp
cloth as an accessory. Wipe the
blade frequently with the cloth to
keep it clean and drip-free. A few
drops of dishwashing liquid in the
pail of water break the surface tension of the water on glass and help
it soak in instead of running off.
Simplify tasks by choosing easyto-care for surfaces and objects
when replacing things around the
home. For example, good doormats
prevent dirt getting in; low-sheen
eggshell enamel paint is the easiest
to keep clean; single-handle faucets
last longer and don't drip.
And remember: "If you have a
black Labrador, don't get vhite
chairs.''

Be sure to use a primer on
unpainted surfaces such , as Wallboard or bare wood. It seals the
surface, provides a color h,ise and
gives the second coat a clean and
uniform look.
On ceilings, a nrigni white
makes the room seem .it-).ter-, hut
sometimes you may want to -sotten- the room, in which case use a
soft white. Textured paints have a
heavier consistency than regular
lent
paints iHid so make tIn
base for the creation sit nattcrits
They also can hide sArlace
For large fiat surfaces. Tlothing
beats a roller, but brushes ac better for smaller or ttregular sulaces
and jobs v.ith trim. There are
kinds of applicators. ineludirq!
pads, for special tasks. .A Faint pad
also works well on large sin-laces
or more precise areas. SIVL•C they
are lightweight and easy ti use.
Good pads usually have reveled
edges and a rounded "noiti,:n.
(All aspects of paving ,t'e
cussed in Andy Lang's booki.t,
"Paint Your House Instd.:
Out," which can he obtainA hs
sending Sl and a stamped. •:11 addressed envelope to Know -How.
P.O. Box 477. Huntington. N\
11743.)

BCC!
u Your\

Most popular prolects
In last 12 months
In percent of
households
surveyed
Interior painting

19%

IS YOUR WEIGHT
MAKING YOU SICK?

Exterior painting
Adding a deck,
patio or porch

9

Wall-to-wall carpeting
9
or room-sized rugs

B

‘.\\
,

7/

;
k

1

Chicago Tnburia Graphic by Tim W4d.arns,
SOWCili Newspaper AcIvanising Bureau

I

•

8"x 8"
Ceramic Floor Tile
at a REDUCED PRICE!
Other styles and colors also available.

Thornton Tile
and Marble
.4
N11111'

l

.4

753-5719
;11.

,,iiig overweight can do usire than make you feel
had abotit how you look. It can make vim sick.
If you have health problems front being overweight
then you should consider lieight Control For Life.'
Weight Control For file' is designed for people who
need to lose 30 or more pOunds. Closely monitored by a
board-certified physician. the program stresses
modifications in lifestyle and eating habits that let you
,
lose weight safely and rapidly — and keep it off.
Learn more about this proven weight kiss program by
attending a free introductory meeting of Weight
Control For Life!, Monday, February 13from 7 to.,,s' 30 pm
in the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Registration is limited.
MO please call 753-1826 by
Friday, February 10 to preregister your attendance.
Don't let yourweight
make you sick. Ask your
doctor about Weight Control
For Life!r+r call us tixiay for
more information.

Free
IntroductorY
Session!
753-1826

ik117

menu now!
S1143

Choice side of Beef

lb.

225-300 lbs. - no charge for cutting,
' wrapping and freezing
Pure Quarter Pound

Ground Beef
Patties
Metzer's Best

Sliced Bacon
Field's

Wieners

$19
46
14 lbs.

lb 99°
989
lb.

Pork

Tenderloin

99
$
lb.2

Pond-Raised

$259
lb.RIM

Fillet Catfish

$149

Lamb

Shoulders.... 5 to

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!
An affiliated serrice of Murray-Cal/own) County' flospital
Medical Arta Building •300 S fith Street • Murray. KY 421101 • 502 I 53- I 6

"Visit Our Showroom

PAGE 9

7 lb. Avg. lb.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

!WON HAM CO
Phone 753-1601
We Accept Feed
Hours: 7:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. M-F
S
107N. 3n15t.
7:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Sat.
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.

a
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CLASSIFIEDS

Your Individual
Horoscope

020

Frances Drake

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
/Plit
A career concern requires that you
do some research to come up with
the right answers Beware of
unscrupulous types in financial
dealings. Don't be taken advantage of,
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
It's a.lovely day for socializing, but
give a partner the reassurance that
may be needed now. Good news
comes from afar and useful advice
from a friend.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Thinking is on target regarding
career interests today, but it's
probably best to maintain a low
profile. Some types with big egos may
be threatened by your sharp wits.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
4fi
Couples may make plans for a trip
and a lovely invitation comes from a
friend. A child may act in some way
that goes against your sense of
values.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
r
it
Luck and recognition may come to
you now, but remember you haven't
been given a mandate to be pushy. Be
gracious and do not let success go to
your head.
VIRGO
-(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Others are receptive to what you
have to say. You'll make a happy
decision now affecting a child's
welfare. Hobbies of a mental nature
appeal to you today.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
There may be a chance to make
some extra money through . the job
today. A friendly chat withA relative
pleases you. Judgment i on the
money when it comes to domestic

interests.
SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov 21)
Take a chance on your creative
talents today It doesn't matter
whether you or a partner calls the
shots,just as long as you both have a
good time together. Be less
competitive.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You'll take pride in your work
today, It's the joy that comes from
knowing you've done a first-rate job.
Buying and selling are favored now.
Go shopping.
CAPRICORN
(Dec 22 to Jan. 19)
l'nfortunately, one friend is a bit of
a pain in the neck today, -but
otherwise, it's a good day for you.
Make important phone calls and
enjoy, pleasure pursuits.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 4
You could he purchasing- a major
appliance today_ A private chat bodes
well for your finalcial interests. If
house-hunting, yetilkl meet with a
valuable lead.
PISCES
wolly
low
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll have fun participating in a
group activity now. Some good news
comes via phone or letter. Toward
nightfall you may be either restless or
impatient.
IF BORN TODAY, you are a good
money maker and can succeed in
business for yourself. You are
multi-talented, but are at your hest
once you find and do your own thing.
You are every inch the individualist,
though being a bit of a rebel, you may:
overdo it. Both science and the arts
are likely to appeal to you. Birthdate
of: Lana Turner, actress; Jules Verne,
writer; William Sherman, military
leader

BASEBALL

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black s Decorating Center
701 S 4th St Murray

CARDS!
759-4436

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Prdfessional Chimney.
Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair
Damper Installation
Custom Hoods and Btrc
Screens
Senior C,tizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service

Medicare Is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
be required to pay
even more of the bill.
In fact, if you go to the
hospital. You or your
insurance will have to
pay the first $560.00
before Medicare pays
anything. For free iff•
formation call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 ft reel tape
included Also slides negatives and photographs
delivery
$350 A Day' At Home' Free pick-up and
Darnell, Video
Process phone orders for Call Donna
our company People call Production Specialties
you Nationwide For De- 759-9246
tails Call (Refundable) LYNDA'S Pretty Punch
1.518-459-8697 Ext 1(973
Shop & Ward's Leather are
your place to shop for
BONUS INCOME Earn Punch Embroidery sup$2004500 weekly Mailing plies and leather (including
1989 travel brochures For billfolds, belts, ladies'
more information send purses and new line of
stamped envelope to INC. men's leather designer
P0 Box 2139, Miami. FL boots) 2 miles west of
33261
Hazel on 893 492-8580

Career
Opportunities

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

Bennett & Assoc. will be adding
two salespeople to their staff — No
overnight travel. Business experience preferred, but not
necessary. Excellent training
program-good benfits. Successful
candidate can expect to earn
$25,000-$40.000.

If you need any form of Life Insurance, IRA, Major Medical, Medicare
Supplement or Nursing Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several companies to give you the best possible
rate and benefits and deliver the
information to you at your home. If
you decide to buy a policy from us,
we also give you free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do
is call

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 509
Murray, Ky. 42071
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
We have an entry level position open that requires a
person with expert phone techniques and general
office skills. The succesful candidate should have a
BS Degree in business or related field and a
minimum work history of at least three years. We
offer an excellent opportunity for advancement
along with a good compensation package including
fringe benefits. Send your resume to:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Personnel Department
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES, INC.
Rt. 4, Murray, Ky. 42071

ILICELCUI
WE JUST 607 OUR
TEST BACK .I HATE
TO LOOK,.

I HOPE I OIDN'T
6E7 A P-MINUS.

THEY SA,l'A P-MINUS
CAN iMPAiR 7i4E FUNCTION
OF YOUR IMMUNE 5,15TEM
ANC)Di5RU171THE CAEMICAL
BALANCE OP,
(OUR [302Y..

SORRY, BODY
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

CORRECTIONAL
EDUCATOR
SENIOR
The Kentucky State Penitentiary
in
Lyon
County has an immediate opening for Coffeeuonal Educator Senior
Salary range $16,608 526,592 annually.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS: Graduate of a
college or university
with bachelor's degree
supplemented by one
year of teaching expenence. A master's degree
will substitute for the
experience. An appropriate Kentucky teacher's certificate is required
(KRS 161.020 (1)).
Full range of benefits,
including life and health
insurance, • retirement
plan, paid vacation and
sick leave.
Contact Mrs. Anne
Choat, Personnel Administrator, Kentucky State
Penitentiary ,P.O. Box
128, Ec1dyville, KY
42038-0128, 502 — 3882211.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F/H
$450 per 100 payment
guaranteed Easy assembly work at home making small decorative toss
pillows for us We supply all
material and pay shipping
FREE INFO Send a
stamped self-addressed
envolope to Coast Ent.,
Dept 102, Biltmore St.,
PSL,FL, 34984 or call
407-335-0456
CLEANING lady for Lynnhurst Resort Must have
transportation 436-2345
for appointment
DID Christmas get you behind? Sell Avon products'
Be your own boss Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%! Call
today 75.3-0171
EARN MONEY reading
books! $30,000/ yr income
potential Details (1)
805-687-6000 Ext
Y-10706
EASY Work Excellent Pay'
Assemble products at
home Call for information
504-641-8003 Ext. 8047
HOME ASSEMBLY INCOME Assemble products
at home Part-time. Experience unnecessary. Details.
Call 813-327-0896, Ext.
D188.

NANCY
LOOK I CANT
AN< YOU TO Tr-lE
EEWEARY
RiEGAL/ECANT DAME'

Hep
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Notice

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

060

060

Notice

the
What _kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read
forecast given Tor your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1989

020

020

Wierray Ledger & Times

I TRIED II ONCE,AND
I LOOKED LIKE A
BON.ELEh CMICKEN
HICCUP

wrr'I)-(E

I will babysit in my home ful
or part-time 759-1683
100

Business
Opportunity
F you would like to own
your own buisness now is
the time' Changes are being made with Diet Center
that will mean a business
boom Personal commitments are forcing sale For
additional information respond to P0 Box 115
Hazel, Ky 42049
COMMERCIAL property
for sale prime location for
grocery store antiques or
arts & crafts For more incall
formation
502-354-6075
110
Instruction

• AiRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDYrRES TRAINING

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
..106 PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

..
Train to be a Professional

-SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCESSOR
mow STUDY "IIES. TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

1-800-327-7728
114E HART SGNOIIX
•DI. of A.0 T Cprp
N.n Ildgee PORIP4M Sch FL

ti4t, LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
•No•vow hence(
.05
needed'
•DOT Cartatcador
•Fla,dr pert-done
It1W11119
•Plede/•anl Dept
•Faun.* Ad
A 411.1.0*

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
TRAINING CENTERS
LEBANON TN
CaN Toll Free

GOOD 1974 Ford Gran
Torino. Would trade for
livestock (horses, cows or
mules) 435-4397
WILL sit with the elderly o
sick. Experienced and re
ferences. 753-4590. Cal
for more information
TUTORING Jobs Wanted
College student with much
experience and references
will work with all ages in
most subjects Price negotiable
759-1201 or
762-6719

GARFIELD

7'EPRE.55E11,
C5ARFIELP?

2-7

an7:

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

YOU'RE SUCH
•
A NICE,
lrkiEiET CAT,
BELLA

;.ks5
))t.txr-S

6Rieez
,

I'M SORRY
I DIDN'T
MEAN TO
INSULT
YOU

BLONDIE
SECOND WHY ONLIY)
.
SECOND -A
.7

r)
r7

1 Solemn
wonder
4 Nuisances
9 Declare
12 Sailor
colloq
13 Lift
14 Anger
15 Growing out
of
17 Baby s •
plaything
19 Small
' children
21 Fish eggs
22 Garden tools
25 Wants
29 Maiden loved
by Zeus
30 Ginger
cookies
32 Traffic sign
33 Arabian
garment
35 Clock faces
37 Sudsy brew
38 Small brook

40 Female
relative
42 Printer's
measure
43 Pays the
kitty
45 Tidiest
47 Indefinitely
large
49 Bow of vessel
50 Dietary
necessity
54 inactive
57 Hearing
organ
58 Reserved
60 — de Janeiro
61 Suitable
62 "The Color
Of —"
63 Secret agent

0150 UMMUU 000
L0a UmODO 000
=MOO DUM000
UM0E1 00
M000 MOU MUOU
Briarairrel
0120130000 U00
01210 000 000M
081 UM0U
0000110 UOODGO
000 OM000 0011
WOO 0000M OUU
5 Babylonian
deity
6 Title for
Olivier
7 Former
Russian ruler
8 Surgical
If, ead

9 Yellow ocher
10 Exist
1 Devoured
11 Affirmative
16 Hauls
2 Pale
18 Golf mounds
3 Muse of
poetry
20 Killed
4 Sham
22 Crown
23 Givens of TV
24 Madrid's
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
country
26 Greekletter
14
13
27 Kansas
1211
1611
political
17
18
family, et al
15
28 Exhausted
21
19
20
31 "The Big
34 In music,
high
25
26
24
27
28
22 23
36 Scratch the
I
skin of
31
32
29
30
39 Period of
fasting
37
33
36
34
35
t
41 K
collar
lill
39
42
38
44 Vapor
46 Pitchers
44
48 Hawaiian
451114611
city
Id
49
47
50 Split — soup
51 Knock
III
IN 52 Morsel
54
50
53 — sequitur
DOWN

lUll

11

II
1111

4
Ne6
4.
tiw.rifee

YEARS AGO, THE PHANTOM
FiN125 A JUN6LE CABIN WHERE
AM010 COUPLE 1440...l(*r ofeci„

Answ• er to Previous Puzzle

WHOEVER YOU
ARE,) NAME
)C4J REX...`CU
ARE EVERY INCH
A KING.

111

lII4l

I43

ldIIIill
1111

57 ,

58

61

82

wi

60II
63

11

Re
l anyh ng
555965 P
Faroe
Islands
whirlwind

140
Want
To Buy
A few beef-type springing
cows 435-4397
BUYING aluminum cans
55c lb , batteries $1 and up,
scrap metal, copper and
junk cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights
FRAME mounted trailer
hitch for pick-up truck, class
3 759-4905
IMPERAC 'Candlewick*
clear glass with beads around the edge or stem
made 1930-1988, pieces or
sets 759-1329
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
Wanted any size or condi
bon Call 1 800-443 7740
WANT to buy Raw Furs
Stanley Owen McClellan,
Pulaski, IL 618-342-6316
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and alumi
num cans Call Balcan Re
cycling at 753-0338
ISO
Ankles
For Sale
40' TV antenna tower with
rotary motor and booster. 3
TV hook-ups, $150 Camper topper for small pickup, $65 Couch and chair,
$10 Box spring and mattress, $15 Call 4.37-4931
5p.m.-11p.m.
9' SLIDE-in camper, selfcontained, $700 13 ton log
splitter, belt drive, $700
753-7783 after 5p m
LAZY Boy recliner, $25
Old couch. $15 19" color
TV,$20 Sliding back glass
for 1988 S 10, make offer
759-4966
PROM dress royal blue
with sequin top, tea length,
size 3, accessories in
cludecl 753-4390
BEAUTY Shop equipment
and suntan bed. 4 years
old 753-0658 after 5p m
CAMPER topper with
bunks. fits full size truck
435 4323
FENDER skins for 1978
Pontiac Bonneville, green
$50 436-2989

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1989
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270
At*Ida
For Sale

HAWAIIAN Tropic suntan
oil 53 bottles with counter
dist:4,3y, $100 436 2989
REBUILT 400 cub in General Motors engine warranted $700 Also New
Process 435 4-speed
transmission for /
3
4 or 1 ton
Ford truck
$250
753-8500

Miscellaneous

Homes For

LARGE large large selec
uon of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable BuildKy
Mayfield
ings
502-247-7831

WE have special prices and
good service on caps,
FOR Sale 3 storage sheds calendars, political camlike houses complete paign materials, magnetic
electric in every way 2 TVs, signs and hundreds of Adcolor Mobile homes 3 lots vertising Specialty items
for sale with complete Also, garage repair forms
hook-ups for mobile and salesbooks Jim & Hehomes Rare Doberman len Cain, Route 2 Box 27,
pinchers fond and rust Murray, Ky 42071,
ri3lor, AKC registered 2 (502)759-1602
obile homes You have to
of
see to believe! Call for an WE service all brands
kerosene heaters and carry
appointment 492-8806
a full line of parts Keith's
SOUTHERN style prom Lawn & Tractor Industrial
dress size 18 cost $150
Road 759-9831
sell $100 436-2989

k

TRUCK tool box extra
large, heavy duty, good
condition $60 474-8854
Home
Furnishings
6 PIECE living room suite:
couch and swivel rocker
earth tone with a touch of
blue to match solid blue
chair. 3 glass top tables, 2
end tables and coffee table
Like new, $300
180
Sowing
Mecnihss
SINGER sewing machine
and cabinet fully guaranteed, full cash price $49 50
Call Martha Hopper
354-W75

REM 1100 gun barrel 26
Imp cyl , 2
chamber, 12
gauge, vent rib 759-1756

240
Miscellaneous
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758
GO carts, go carts, go carts!
5 HP. single and double
seats. Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road.
Call 759-9831

1988 1470, 2 BEDROOM
2 bath all electric CA &
CH wall to wall carpet
blinds and curtains, GE
stove/ refrigerator, DAV
underpinned and winterized, 9x12 deck By appointment 753-2922, ask
for Tom after 6p m
753-7124
24x60 MOBILE Home central heat and air, all appliances on a 78 lot 2
miles east of Murray,
$20,000 753-8659

Business
Services

2 BEDROOM trailer in
Hazel Gas heat refrigerator, stove washer & dryer
492-8152, call after Sunday
afternoon

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
Shady Oaks, 753-5209.

IRS Refund Avg. 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE BODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

DUPLEX mobile homes 212x50 nice home Joined
together in quiet country
setting, 2 miles from town
759-9921
NICE 2 bedroom in well
maintained court, $100
single Call 753-8216
ON private lot,
mile from
campus, water furnished,
natural gas 753-4524

15 USED color TVs starting
at $50 753-2900 days or
489-2870 after 5p m

TWO 2 bedroom apartments for rent No pets
753-0521 before 3 30p m

KOPPERUD Realty otters
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes
all prices 753-1222 toll
free 1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

1986 BUICK Regal 3 8 liter
V-6 t-tops loaded 35 000
miles 474-2744

2 BEDROOM lake Iron
house for rent in Pine Bluff
Shores $250 a month plus
deposit 753-9386 or
753-4509
2 BEDROOM house for
rent on Hwy 94 towards
Kentucky Lake $175 + deposit 354-6729
2 BEDROOM house vacant February 15th $325
753-9372

RCA TV color, portable for
sale 753-7757

Business
Rentals

BUSINESS space, office o
store space at- Southside
'Shopping Center
753-9386 or 753-4509

1976 BUDDY mobile
home t2x65, 2 bedroom, 1
bath, built-in oven and
range, central ,gas heat
Must see to appreciate
753-0476
ATTENTION! Are you looking for a new mobile home?
Then don't miss out on this
great deall Never lived in,
1480 Pacer, 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, washer & dryer,
dishwasher and underpinning. Fully furnished, setting in Kentucky, Paid
$21,800 cash- first $17,800
takes it! Financially in debt
618-564-2682 call anytime

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only

FOR Lease Business
space office or retail good
location price negotiable
489-2633

Office Space
For Rent
Block of
200 East
Main St.

Call
753-5802
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

1 BEDROOM apartmen
near downtown Murray
753-4109

days 2 days 'tree, 9 days 3 days tree)

The sale is open to everyone, long as they meet
The following requirements
.-Ads must run three consecutq...e days
rNo changes will be made in copy
.-Paid days will run first
r No rebate will be given if canceiied
before expiration
All standard rates on classified •eader ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled for
February you will automatically receive tne benefit
from the sale

Take Advantage Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753-1916 to place your ad.

MUR-Cal apts Northwood
Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984
NEW 1 bedroom apartment stove, refrigerator,
couch and chair furnished
No pets $200/ month plus
753-1953,
deposit
753-0870
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 government
housing 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments at Southside
Manor. 753-8221 9-11a,m
or 12-2p m. Equal Opportunity Housing.
TAKING applications for
Section 8 Rent Subsidized
apt 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply
Hilldale Apts , Hardin, Ky.
Housing
Equal
Opportunity

RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd , Loch Lomond and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m

1987 TAURUS GL- burgundy, tilt steering, cruise,
AM-FM premium sound
60/40 seats, 4 door like
new 437-4723
1987 YUGO 9 900 mites
like new, 4-speed $3,000
OBO 753 6726

96 ACRES good cattle farm
near Ky Lake stock barn
tobacco barn and 2-story
frame house with carport
and garage Located 12
miles east of Murray
753-3622 or 474-8011 for
more information

1988 CHRYSLER La Baron Premier Convenable,
turbo charged Must sell'
435-4542
1988 FORD Encore LX•
5-speed, like new low mileage Will sell for pay-off
492-8755
1 OWNER t982 Ford Grenada. $2,200 .753 8274

LEASE To Buy beautiful 3 3 BEDROOM house in
bedroom house in Panor- Hazel carpet very nice
ama Shores, fireplace Will sell tor pay oft
other extras
Calf 492-8755
(901)479-2604 after 5p.m
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
24x24 garage, on 1 acra
•00
approximately 5 miles out
Uvestock
of Murray Call after 7p m
& Supplies
437-4854
REGISTERED Apalousa 3 BEDROOM home in
mare 9 years old, gentle country 2 extra sleeping
Call after 5p m 437-4745 rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000 Call 753-1203
AKC Collie puppies 10 NEW custom built 3 bedweeks, sable and white, room home on the market
champion line, puppy shots Buy now and pick your
and wormed, $125 carpet color Call 753-3903
901-642-9220.
after 4 30p m
AKC Registered Siberian
Husky puppies, 7 weeks
old Call 502-753-5323 or
after 5p m 502-759-1194
HAPPY Jack Trivermicide
Recognized sate and effective by U S Bureau of Veterinary Medicine against
hook, round and tapeworms in dogs and cats
Calloway Service. Industrial Rd
HAVE all types of exotic
birds, large and small. Also,
have feed and supplies for
all birds. Different kinds of
puppies. 901-642-7067,
SUPER tame Citron Cockatoo Also tame Umbrella
Cockatoo Will sell with or
without
cages
901 642-7067

BORDERS Cycle and ATV
Center Used ATVs, parts,
service, accessories and
tires. 200 North Main. Benton, Ky. 502-527-1680

1973 FORD LTD 350 en
gine, gold, good condition
$600 Call 753-8950 before
8p.m

Yard & Estate

1980 BUICK LeSabre 4
door, 350 engine, automatic, air 436-2837

Quilts, tops & supplies,
yard goods, glassware
some collectibles, odds
& ends.

Feb. 9-11
Open 8 a.m.
Norsworthy Rd.
(off Hwy. 299 between
KirkSey & Stella)
Watch for Signs.

Grandchild... Child...
Husband... Wife...
Friend...

Now Its

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadlkic, Inc. of
Pans, TN
New

Jsea

ograrr
4

901-642.3900'
— Paris

Hwy. 79 W.

1972 LWB Ford Pick-up
shell top camper, rebuilt
engine, uses no oil, $550
436-5454 after 6 30p m
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,.'
works 40' pole, excellent
condition. 345-2561
1987 JEEP 4x4
489-2273

Phone

1980 OLDS 88 4 door,
diesel, runs well Also 1977
LTD II 2 door, 302 automatic, new tires and shocks
$800 each or best offer
492-8322

1988 GMC 4-wheel drive
pick-up 2 tone blue
loaded 12.000 miles
759-1488

1983 BUICK Regal Limited
excellent condition AC,
$3,000 753-5161 days or
753-6769 nights

1988 SPORT size Chevrolet pick-up brandywine.
Apollo wheels, white letter
tires, $11,500 437-4849

1983 FORD Escort GT,
turbo engine 1970 Mach I
Ford Mustang, 351 Cleveland engine. Call after
6p m 437-4327

1984 BUICK Riviera white
FOR Sale Good renta extra nice, 437-4950
property, four apartments, 1984 TRANS Am t tops,
1 block from campus loaded, 1 owner, M F be$42,000, call 753-1203
fore 2p m 345-2799

"Who's the sweetheart
of your life?"

USED running Chevy engines 400 small block
350's, 397, 409 truck, 292
truck 6 \Truck and car
transmissidns, clutches,
rear ends Positrac's, loose
heads, crankshafts, pistons, fly wheels, all components Car and truck body
pieces Truck motors, trans
for Dodge. Ford, Internaton Tires, wheels Re-ring
engines and valve lobs Will
install! Will trade' Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet-Tro Gas
753-4184

1985 YAMAHA 3-wheeler.
437-4659 after 5p.m

Public
Sale

Sale inside

TWO 1979 Monzas 4 cylinder and 6 cylinder
436-2879 after 5p m or
leave message on
machine

1980 YAMAHA MX 80,
$125 435-4433

1973 T-BIRD 1 owner, excellent condhon, $1,950
753-3249

410

FURNISHED apartment
$125/ month 753-0176

Run an ad 3 days-,
_ get 1 day FREE

1986 TRANS AM blue with
t tops and extras new rubber, 26 000 miles $10000
Also 1983 Honda 650 Night
Hawk like new with matching helmet 489-2169

Lots
For Sale

440

1984 TRANS AM loaded,
gray, tinted windows
753-0405
1985 BUICK LeSabre Limited 4 door, loaded, extra
nice car, 56,000 759-9698
1985 DODGE Tunsmo
white 5-speed new tires
$2,800 or trade for 4 door
759-1039
1985 DODGE Omni 4
door, red, automatic. air,
49,000 miles, $2,600
759-9698

1 TON 1979 Ford truck
fully enclosed box bed, new
engine less than 500 miles,
new brakes, transmission.
tires, shocks, muffler, tail
pipe Can be seen at 1511
Story 753-0083 after 5p.m
520
Boats
& Motors
1982 24 AQUA Patio pontoon boat 50HP Johnson
motor. depth finder and
new trager Priced to sell
753-0476
1983 16 SKI boat with
trailer, 70HP Evinrude,
$3,600 489-2699
ASTROGLASS 16' Chee
ter fish/ ski boat and trailer
with 70HP 1984 Evinrude
motor Power, tilt and trim.
trolling motor, depth finder
$4,500, Paris Landing
area 1-901-642-2736

4,the

L

Nlurray Ledger & Times

BASS Boat 1984 18
WET BASEMENT? We
fiberglass fish and ski 115
make wet basements dry
Mercury in dash HumWork completely guaran
mingbird. Mercury trolling
teed Call or write Morgan
motor, Impulse TV screen
Construction Co Rt 2 Box
Many extras $6 500
409A Paducah Ky 4200'
753-1788
or call 1 442-7026

* Four Star *
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers disposals, ranges ovens refrigerators washers 8.
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd
Hwy 783
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service
used appliances Bobby
Hopper 753-4872 or
436-5848

Classified' Advertising Department 753-1916

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tie 643 Old
Benton Rd 753 9400
HOUSECLEANING refer
ences available 759-9510
after 3p m
INSULATION blown in by
Sears' TVA approved
Save on those high' heating
and cooiing bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial.
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred s Repair
LP
753-7203
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Elect' c
759-4751
LICENSED electrician
James Gailimore eiecuical
service-4-Gommercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service 759- 1835
MOBILE HOME Specialistrepair, leveling, underpinning, set-ups, tear-downs,
roofs, floors, plurribing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4850
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
759-4850

Jim Day
Painting
& Paper Hanging

753-3716

$84.95 and Up

Hwy. 121 South

--Loc Vmyt Storttog

753-5562 if no answer
753-6078 753-0996

Kool Sealed
-Factory Experience
Building & Servicing
Mobile Homes."
.Phon• 0021492-8488.

NILL do piumtm-ig ir:sta a
repairs Ad g,..aran
feed l= Fee esrir-natire
one 4 2
53 • vie
"Ion &

Miller
Gas anct E ectru:
F ,,',races

5326"
5348°
'

5386"

.200D roan taiec
ale IT:ays 432 're5
nights
6067

CJST:14 KITCHEN CABINE-:
:LIMA& INOODWORKINC
All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop b. & ,,ee cur SrlOWOOM

•

+

-

toto
°
oto
00

toe' $
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Sun. 12-5
D
B
A

Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall
•,/1

Robert 4 Nell thstggns—ov.rters

753-4566
:kWAX
.3.X5,
.
55
-"Nl
i.X1.11
.

Murray State

University
Chaykin CPA
Review Course
Classes. begn
February 14th

For more information
762-4193

,11
s ,
,o, 1
N1UTTay
Peer,,,,e sr
ceb.e bids for tht"
i!
II„,e
!IVA(' uric:
Second Floor Areas etPt,0/3 it
Siee,ri-•
Office Building II
Murray, Ky., nil Frur,(1aN,
• tii1989 at 2,11(1
Room et the her,p1t...C.,
t
will be publicly ipeneu and ro.,1
tni
The project consists prirnarii
indicated for Dr.!tart su,te, anua,,grarner.,t
ready
of contract to I ;eneral Con tract,ii',
selected.
Proposal forms,cunt raCt Got'a IntEt.,;,
:‘e
plans and spec11c,itiiins
at the following location,..

an rile

SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North.
Stella, Ky

Gresham Associates, Inc., 170 r'Kentuck‘
Ave, Box 7038, Padacah, Ky. Vans,
thatcher & Trernper, Em,nneers. 121 S. list
St., Paducah, Ky, West Ky. Cor,trak•ters
Assn., Paducah, and Murray, Ky..

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436 2811

Copies of the docurra-nts may be obtained
from the Architect, Gresham Associates,
Inc. on or after February 3, 1989 by a check
in the amount of Fitly Dollars
which will be refunded on each set returned
in complete and good condition withtn fifteen 1151 days after hid opening.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in in amount
equal to five percent i 59-.10f the-bid shall Issubmitted with each bid.

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366
or 437-4113
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning, tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your Oro
tection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

CLEANING!
7.

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

474

GENERAL repair- Carpentry. plumbing. roofing, yard ? .-- k.710t_ZCLOt..
--icIZILtirLti.iC-7.
0,11
and tree work, wood- $25 a IP
Aori
Mall
Shoppers
Wiggins
&
rick Call 436-2642
Arfi
ffi
A
2 mi. north of Murray
GUTTERING by Sears
..41
on New-Hwy 641 4-Lane
Sears continuous gutters
.0'
installed for your specificaOpen Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
A
tions Call Sears 753-2310
9-5
Hrs.
Store
for tree estimate

A proven
method for over
25 years!
For more information and our
Special price*

Limit I person per heart!

Deadline for receipt of photos is Feb. 10.

gocKv i,oLsor.

Key MiniWarehouses

FENCE sates at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763

GLJAL'YY construction
pairs and alteration
est -

,:ustorn Bum Dec.,

DUNAWAY'S Painting- in
tenor, exterior residential,
commercial 753-6951 if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike

CARPET

3 bedroom.2 1/2 bath quality home a
short distance from town. This home
offers many extras.

Mobile Home
Parts &Service

CONTRACTOR Portable
storage buildings pole
barns, general home irnprovement Quality work for
less Free estimates 8x12
for $585 489-2663

TELEPHONE wiring jacks
installed phones moved
residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

Have them pictured in a
heart on Valentine's Day!
Bring in $7.00, picture,
names or loveline along with
a self addressed stamped
envelope for the return of the
original photo.

Sends**
Offered

Boats
& Motors

1987 NISSAN Sentra XE 4
door, AM-FM cassette
automatic, new tires excellent gas mileage 71,000
miles 437-4723

SMALL house for rent located in middle of town
753-9968

300

Apartments
For Rent

(6

Used
Cars

Mobil.
Homes For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Sale
PIANO for sale Call Hon
day Inn 753-5986, ask fo
Tim Miller

1985 HIGH 14x66 with
furniture, appliances, in
park $11,000 firm
753-6726

490
Real
Estate

280
250

T.V.
Radio
Sports
Equipment

430
Apartments
For Rent

Sai•

1984 NICE DOUBLE WIDE 3 bedroom, 2 bath
on 1 acre loIrsouthwest of
Murray New septic tank
and well Call 435-4484

SEASONED firewood
436-2744

Mirrray Ledger & Times

320

Mobil.

PAGE II

759-4436

The successful bidder will be required to
furnish and pay for satisfactory performance bond and labor and material payment bond in the amount of 100% of the
contract as provided for in the specifications, at the option of the Owner.
Prevailing wage rates are NOT required for
this project.
The Owner reserves the right to reject any or
all bids or to waive any informalities in the
bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn without
the consent of the Owner for a penod of
forty-five (45)days subsequent to the opening of bids.
MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY HOSPITAL
Stuart Poston,
Administrator
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OBITUARIES
Byron Sykes
Byron Sykes, 68, of 210 Woodlawn, Murray, died Monday at 12
noon at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Mr. Sykes had retired as rural
mail carrier for U.S. Postal Service.
He also had operated a restaurant
here for 15 years and was a former
circulation manager of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
A veteran of World War 11, he
was a member of American Legion
Post 73 and of a Baptist church.
• Born Jan. 19. 1921, in Stewart
County, Tenn.. he was. the son of
the late M.M. Sykes and Maggie
Quinn Sykes.
He is strryived by. his wife, Mrs.
!slable Lee Sykes. to whom he was

Reuben E. Moody

married on May 31, 1941; two
daughters, Ms. Bessie Harrison,
Murray, and Mrs. Phyllis SykesOutland and husband. Charles,
Murray and Marion; one son,
Ronald Sykes. Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Jack (Maxine) Starks, Hazel,
and Mrs. Joan Capo. Murray; two
brothers, James Sykes and Elroy
Sykes. Murray: eight grandchildren: seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Heyward Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens with military
rites at the gravcsite.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

George Fouch Givens
George Fouch Givens, 93, 01
Murray died today at 2:30 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
His wife. Mrs. Mary Wilson
Givens, died in 1935. Born May
16, 1895, in Calloway County, he
was the sbn of the late William
Alfred Givens and Sally Stephe.n
Givens.
He wa.s a member of _Glendale
Road Church of Christ. 'a retired

farmer and a veteran of World War
I. He was preceded in death by one
brother. Sam Givens. and a sisterin-law. Mrs. Euple Givens.
• Funeral rites will be Wednesday
at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 2.m. today (Tuesday).

Solon Fisher Darnell
Services for Solon Fisher Darnell will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood, G.T.
Moody and the Rev. Charles Whetse will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White and Steve Littlefield will
present the music.
Members of the Fellowship Sunday School Class of First Baptist
Church, Mancil Vinson, teapper.
will serve as an honorary group.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Darnell, 92. of 113 South
10th St.. Murray, died Sunday at

12:10 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife. MTS.
Emma Perry Flicks Darnell; one
son. Pat Damen and wife, Lida.
Decatur, Ga.; one grandson, David
Kevin Darnell and wife. Teresa
Lynn; two great-grandchildren. Justin Ryan Darnell and Jennifer
Renee Darnell: five sisters. Mrs.
Eurah Blalock. Louisville, Mrs.
Nell Maaddox. Akron, Ohio. Mrs.
Lena Watkins, Gulf Breeze, Fla.,
Mrs. Reba Farmer. Benton, and
Mrs. Johnnie Wyatt. Murray: one
brother. Sylvan Darnell. Murray.

Nathan Cord Cochrum
Final rites for Nathan Cord
Cochrum are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral. Home of
Murray. The Rev. Jim Former is
officiating and Mrs. Oneida White
is organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Marlin Cochrum
II, Jimmy Preston. Steve McCuiston, Richard Adams. Ted Wilkerson and Roy Wayne Turner. Burial
will follow in Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Cochrum, 80, Rt. 2. Murray.
died Saturday at 1:10 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My cousin wrote
to tell me she has lupus in the more
serious form. What can you tell me
about this disease"
DEAR READER Systemic lupus
erythematosis(SLE) is an inflammatory disease of unknown cause. affecting many of the body's organs. It is
thought to be an auto-immune condition, in which the body develops an allergy to its own tissues. SLE follows a
variable course
It often begins with fever, rash.
weight loss and joint pains These
manifestations can progress to pleurisy (inflammation of the lung covering), pericarditis(inflammation of the
heart covering), brain inflammation
(causing headaches and personality
changes). swollen lymph glands and
an enlarged spleen. The most dreaded
consequence of SLE -- and the usual
cause of death - is kidney involvement, leading to progressive renal
malfunction and failure
Some patienjs experience mild
symptoms of SLE for years. others
have a more accelerated and serious
form, with death occurring early. Remissions and relapses are common.
SLE is diagnosed by blood tests that
demonstrate the allergic factor (positive LE cells or anti-DNA antibody)or
by biopsy. in which affected tissue is
examined microscopically

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Era Caldwell Cochrum: one son,
Marlin Cochrum, Rt. 2, Murray;
three grandchildren. Marlin
Cochrum II, James Cochrum and
Anita Cochrum: four greatgrandchildren: a niece. Mrs. Don
(Mary) Robinson. Murray; four sisters. Mrs. CClelon wilkerson. Mrs.
Mare! Turner, Mrs. Charline Baker. Mrs. Ea,rline Hopkins and Mrs.
Mildred Farmer: two brothers, Taz
Cochrum and Herman Cochrum.
Mild or remittent disease requires
little or no therapy. Various drugs,
such as anti-inflammatory medicines.
will control symptoms. Cortisone is
used to treat severe or unremitting
SLE. Immunosuppressive drugs (substances to shut off the body's allergic
response) such as azathioprine, may
be useful. In the disease's late stage.
dialysis or kidney transplants may be
necessary to preserve life.
SLE does not have the grim prognosis 'Chad years ago More cases are
being diagnosed — and treated —
early Also, the newer drugs show
promise in preventing fatal consequences Although SLE: remains a serious disease. it can be controlled in
the majority of patients
For more information I am sending
you a copy of my Health Report "Lupus. The Great Imitator." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1 with their name and address to
PO. Box 91369. Cleveland. OH 441013369. Be silre to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT My boyfriend
told me I can't get 'pregnant if he
withdraws in time. Is this true'
DEAR READER Withdrawal is
not a satisfactory method of birth
control because some sperm can enter the female reproductive tract before the male orgasm. You and your
boyfriend are taking a big risk if you
relx. on this ineffective -- and often
impractical
method

Reuben E. Moody, 64, of 1518
London Dr., Murray, was dead on
arrival at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 10:48 a.m. Monday. His
death followed an extended illness.
He was retired from South Central Bell. During his 32 years with
South Central Bell, he worked in
Murray, Mayfield. Fulton and
Paducah offices. He was promoted
to management in 1965, and in
1974 transferred to the district
office in Paducah.
Mr. Moody attended .Toler's
Business College, Paris, Tenn., and
Murray State University. He was a
member of First United Methodist
Church and a former member of
Murray Optimist Club and MurrayCalloway County Board of Realtors. A veteran of World War 11, he
received the Purple Heart in 1944
in the North African campaign.
Born Feb. 26, 1924, in Dover,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Perkins Moody and Maude Keel
Moody.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Audra Burgess Moody, to whom he
was married on Aug. 3, 1946; two
daughters. Mrs. Susan Bowerman

Ray Erwin, 78, New Concord.
died today at 1:40 a.m. at Burlington, Iowa. He was there to attend
the funeral of his brother-and was
stricken with a heart attack.
He was retired from Kentucky
Highway Department.
Born Sept. 15, 1910, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Clarence Erwin and Hettie

Funeral rites for L.V. Moss will
be Thursday akt 2 p.m. at Smith
Temple Presbyterian Church. Mayfield. The Rev. Bennie Gordon will
officiate. Burial will follow in Oak
Rest Cemetery at Mayfield.
Friends may call from 1 to 6
p.m. Wednesday at Mason's
Memorial Chapel, Mayfield.
Mr. Moss, 76, of 722 East South,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 4:25 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his wife, the

R. Brooks
•
Windsor
The funeral for R. Brooks Windsor will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Buron Richerson
and the Rev. Randolph Allen will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will
be organist.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Windsor, James Windsor, Glen
Windsor, Jesse Anderson, Tommy
West and Alan Stone. Burial will
follow in Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Windsor, 79, Rt. 7. Murray.
died Sunday at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived .by three sons.
Buddy Windsor and wife, June. and
Freddie Windsor and wife, Denise.
Rt. 7, Murray. and Jimmy Windsor,
Corbinville, Calif.; two .sisters,
Mrs. Florell Owen and Mrs. Olene
Hall. Murray; two brothers, Hassell
Windsor, Hazel. and Jack Windsor.
Buchanan. Tenn.; five grandchildren: three great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Isabella
T. Tharpe
Mrs. Isabella T. Tharpe, 99, of
Rt. 1, Mansfield, Tenn., died Sunday at 5:40 p.m. at the City of
Milan Hospital, Milan, Tenn.
Mason's Memorial Chapel of
Mayfield will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

We can make
your IRA
Work harder so
you don't have
to work longer.

641 South
Murray
753 2617

44.••
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David Lane
520 Main St.

1985 CHEVY CITATION
•

(National Hotel

753-7401

Power steering.im lwer brakes,
, rear window
auto., air, A
defogger 5:'-',AXX miles
5219eoser

'M4ritrwg'duigotee

VW

revs 10.—_—_-____---5313.30.25
27430 10--_-_---S211:1113&011
---$21•1311.1111
31440 It—
52&111619.511
MI6* 10
NS mad up-13114-14.11111 now 35.1111-15.51
YWCA

IONS $25.06-20.50

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Good,ear
+10.36
Industrial Arerage
I.B.M.
2321.07
Pro ious Close
Ingersoll Rand
461
/
4 +'/s
Air Products 0
Jerrico
„3.31
/
4 B 34A
A.T.C.-Class A
Kmart
32 +'/s
AT&T
Kroger
281
/
4 unc
Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
Chrysler
/
4
281
/
4 +1
Penwilt
CSX Corp
331
/
4 -''s
Pillsbury
/
4
311
/
4 +1
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
/
4 .A
Dollar 4:en. Store..9% B 101
Sears
451
/
4 +1
Exxon
/
4
Texaco
Ford
551
/
4 +
Time Inc.
GAF Corp
51 unc
C.S.Tobacco
921
/
4 +3
General Motors
Veal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc
17 unc
53% unc
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich

.
4

Reuben E. Mooch
and Miss Sandra Moody, Nashville,
Tenn.; one son, Stephen Moody,
Morristown, N.J.; two brothers,
Leon Moody and Grady Moody,
Dover.
Services will he Wednesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. A.
Nowell Bingham will officiate.
Burial will follow in Wafford
Cemetery in Stewart County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

Myers Erwin.
Survivors are one stepson, Ralph
Davis, Louisville: one stepgrandson; three local nieces, Mrs. Terrell
(Barbara) Darnell, Mrs. O'Neal
(Norma) York and Mrs. Ronald
(Marsha) Phillips, all of Hardin.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

601
/
4 +1/.
/
4
127% +11
38% +1
15% B 15% A
38% unc
9/
1
4 -1
/
4
/
4
54/
1
4 +1
106 unc
No Trade
53/
1
4 +%
/
4
431
/
4 +1
49% +1/.
/
4
1111
/
4 +1
/
4
21 +1
33% +1
/
4
8.44

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

WHY WAIT
dailk
FOR YOUR
4
11.1V„.
1°I TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!
Use H&R Block's Rapid Refund Program

Rev. Mamie S. Moss; four daughters. Louise Moss, Mable Brooks,
Racine Owen and Ethylene Carman
Moss, and one stepdaughter, Shirley Edwards, all of Mayfield; two
sons, L.V. Love. Mayfield. and
Charles Moss. Pulaski, Va.; stepson. Robert Moss. Mayfield: one
brother, James Greggory, Pulaski,
Va.; 28 grandchildren; 15 greatgrandchildren; several cousins and
other relatives in Murray and Calloway' County.

It's a loan against your expected federal income
tax refund. Available whether H&R Block
Prepares Your tax return or not

IT'S FAST!

H&R BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call H&R Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center - 753-9204
Open 9-6 Weekdays; 9-5 Sat.

DON'T GET
LESSTHAN
THE MAX.
SUSPENSE

THRILLERS

DRAMA

4*-111
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01473! ,
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AN\
Best Seller
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Terms of Endearment

Frenzy

WESTERNS
.11•11,1
1 1:y
-- .-

f
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A 11 1111!

.0:
10110101i6.

Rooster Cogburn

SwitchingChanneis

Moviny

NEW WAVE

71711
Za151

Topper

MUSICALS

FOREIGN

Thoroughly Modern Millie

My Lite as a Dog

Five Corners

'batteries not included

Cinemax has more movies than any other pay TV service.
With Cinemax, you get over 130 movies each month More than any other
pay TV channel From Hollywood hits, to foreign and new wave films, to the timeless
classics. And on top of all that, you even get original programming like music specials
and outrageous comedy.So if you want to get the most entertainment, get the Max

Ofilelmia/X

More movies,more choice.

•111.
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Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
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LS 11
IS 1-3
IS 2-1

Stock Market

L.V. Moss

)fit
\
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redeno-Stou Marto %cm Strict Feiner, 7, 100
Kentucky Punnet toe It Market Report Includes 5
Sures Stations Recaps kct 50 11 3518 Borrows &
Gdb ino111 1.51 lower, Sows under 50 mow& IA lower, over511 ileady.1111 luelwr
US 1.2 224-291
53175-4111.01 few I. 1125
LS 11-2 1042711
LS 2-3 Tana Is.
5313,3175

Ray Erwin

For more information. I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Contraception An Update " Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $l with their name and address
to P 0 Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
title

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

Hog market

990 Installation Special!
Sign up for HBO, Cinemax or both and
save $9.01 on installation!
HBO ............................................................................... 10.50
Cinemax ........................................................................ 10.50
HBO & Cinemax Combo
Save 6.05
14.95

Edward 1)

EA,/ Jones&

Member New York Stock Exchange ins.
Member Socurneos Investor Protecteon
Corporation

Hurry in...
Bel-Air Center

CABLE
VLS1111N

Offer Ends Feb. 17, 1989
753-5005

Community Education Program
Spring 1989
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MSU Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach
Calloway County School District
‘2.
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What Is Community
Education?

Custom-Designed
Courses

Murray State University and Calloway
County School District have combined
their resources to form a Community
Education Program. The combined effort
allows the institutions to provide a comprehensive program of community education
to Murray, Calloway County and surrounding areas.

Have a particular course or program you would
like offered for individuals in your business or
members of your club or professional
organization?
The Community Education Program staff can
take care of all the details: helping to plan the
course, publicizing the program, arranging for instructors, providing on-site presentations.
If you have a question, problem or course suggestion, call our office weekdays from 8:00
a.m.-4:30 p.m.—

Based on the belief that learning is a lifelong process, the program provides the
community with non-credit educational,
social and cultural course opportunities.
We want to offer courses, workshops and
seminars that meet your needs. Please
give us a call and tell us what courses you
would like offered as well as what courses
you could teach!

Class Information

Register EarlySome Courses
Fill Quickly

General Information
The Community Education Program in 308
Sparks Hall, MSU, is equipped to handle walk-in,
mail-in and telephone registrations. You may
register as soon as you receive this catalog.
All courses have limited enrollment and are filled on ti first-come basis. YOU MUST REGISTER
BEFORE ATTENDING CLASS, and by enrolling
early you ensure your place in the class of your
choice.
Confirmation
Please allow approximately two weeks for confirmation of your registration. You will receive information related to course agenda, meeting
locations, directions, and other essential
information.

Table of Contents
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ABC Workshop
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The full registration fee is due and payable prior
to the start of a course. Registration becomes official upon receipt of tuition. Payment may be
mode by cash, check, or money order. (Please do
not send cash in the mail.)
Books and materials for some courses are in addition to registration fees. '

3
4-5

Non-Credit Course Offering
6-7

Summer Youth Camps
Registration Form

8

Refund Policy
1. Registration fees are refunded in full when
the class for which an enrollment was submitted
is full or the class is canceled.
J

2. A student who cancels less than five working
days prior to o course may be subject to a
cancellation fee. Otherwise the fees is transferable
to any non-credit course within six months.
3. No refunds ore allowed after the course has
begun,
4. If you must cancel your registration, please
notify us by phone or in writing. Failure attend
class does not constitute cancellation.
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Call 762-4150

Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach Announces...

A

Adults Belong
in College
,r io.ts in\ ink ,1C

Adults Belong In
College Workshop
(Its not just for kids anymore.)
Does this describe you?
-Have Your Eye on a Job That Requires More Academic Credentials
-Children in School and You have Time for the First Time in Years to Think
About an Eventual Career
-Need to Update Knowledge Used on Your Job
-Can't Shake a Feeling of Inferiority Because You Didn't Get A College
Degree
-Want to Enrich Your Life by Learning New Things
-Recently Divorced and tack the Job Skills to Find a Good Job to Support
Your Family
If so, and you are thinking about coming back to school
Part-time or full-time for a degree or just for fun
Then the FREE ABC WORKSHOP is for you!
Special Features of the Workshop
1. Sandwich supper
2. A career interest inventory to help you decide what direction your sfuls
will take.
3. You will learn whom to see about your particular questions and situations.
4. You will have an opportunity to get information from the MSU Admissions Office, Financial Aid Office, Counseling and Testing Center, anc,4
Learning Center.
5. You will learn of special services designed for adult learners that will
help you make the transition into being a college student.
6. A panel discussion with representatives of adult students and faculty
members will address the fears, concerns, doubts and hopes that
you have now.
7. During the workship, a representative from the faculty will be available
to answer individual questions about academic programs.
DATE: Tuesday, March 7, 1989
(
TIME: 6-9 p.m.(Supper provided)
LOCATION: Mississippi Room,3rd Floor Curris Center,
Murray State University.

Reservations required by March 2, 1989
The FREE ABC WORKSHOP is made possible by contributions from
For more information, call the Center for Continuing Edcuation/Acaclemic
Outreach, Sparks Hall, 762-2159.
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INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN TODAY'S
ECONOMY PART I
This five week session will cover investment planning, investing for safety,
investing for income and investing for
capital growth.

41(4
1-4:

Date: Mondays, March 6 - April 3, 1989
Time: 7 - 9 P.M.
Fee: $25
Place: Business Building, MSU Campus
Instr: Betty Boston, CFP

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
PART II

Community
Education
Courses
LAYING YOUR
NEST EGG
A seminar for people who are starting to
plan for retirement. Topics include accumulating a nest egg, making it grow, and
keeping it safe from taxes.

The second part of this program will center
on understanding the
mechanics of investing and the different
approaches you can take.
Date: Mondays, April 10 - May 8, 1989
Time: 7 - 9 P.M.
Fee: $25
Place: Business Building, MSU Campus
Instr: Bett Boston, CFP
•cs'

HOW CAN YOU HATCH YOUR
NEST EGG?
This one day seminar is for those who are
retired, or who are about to retire. Topics
include investing your retirement nest egg,
minimizing your taxes, and favoring your
children at the expense of the government
in planning your estate. Lunch is included.
Date: Wednesday, April 5, 1989
Time: 10:00 A.M. - 3:30 P.M. (Registration
is at 9:45)
Fee:
$40
Place: Curris Center, Barkley Room, MSU
Campus
Instr: Betty Boston, CFP

BETTY BOSTON is an investment broker
for J.J B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons. Inc.. one of the
oldest member firms of the New York Stock
Exchange in the south, and the largest
one headquartered in Kentucky. She was
awarded the designatiorlof Certified Financial Planner by the College for Finan
cial Planning in 1982 and received her BA
degree in economics from the University of
Michigan. She has been active in the
American Association of University
Women, Business and Professional
Women, the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, Parents agains.
Child AhandonMent and the M1irr,3.,
prit:;•,

An introductory course for beginning dogs
and their humans that will be held for six
weeks. Activities will include "sit, down,
stay, heel on lead, and come when
called". Human participants should be at
least 8 years old or be accompanied by an
adult. Dog participants must be at least 6
month old. Each dog will need a six foot
obedience lead and a training or "choke"
collar. This course will give you a much
greater understanding of communicating
with your dog and will make your dog a
better family member and community
citizen.
Date:
Time:
Fee:
Place:
Instr:

Tuesday, April 11 - May 16, 1989
7 - 8:30 P.M.
$30
To be determined
Jody Deem, Visiting Lecturer in
Special Education at MSU

"BIRDS-"

Date: Saturday, February 25, 1989
Time: 9 - 11:30 A.M.
Fee: No Charge
Place: Curris Center, Mississippi
Instr: Betty Boston, CFP
Even though there is no charge for this
seminar, we would appreciate people preregistering if at all possible.

DOG OBEDIENCE FOR
BEGINNERS

4,

71ME MANAGEMENT/STRESS
MANAGEMENT

Spring is a good time to look for our
feathered friends. The time will be spent
looking for the birds that are common
locally. Bring a pair of binoculars and a
bird book such as the Golden Guide
"Birds of North America" or Peterson's
"Field Guide to the Birds of North
America".
Date:
Time:
Fee:
Place:
Instr:

This program will be held on two consecutive Tuesday evenings. The first session
will be on Time Management and the
second one on Stress Management.
Time Management will cover:
1. Time, the ultimate resource
2. Recognizing time wasters
3. Utilizing your time effectively
4. Urgency vs. importance in
your time
5 The ABC's of managing your
time.
Stress Management will cover:
1. Sources of stress in your life
2. Valuable vs. harmful stress
3. Recognizing stress signals
4. Stress prevention
5. Coping with stress when you
can't prevent it.

Date Tuesday, March 21 & 28, 1989
Time: 7 - 9 P.M.
Fee: $40
Place: Business Building, MSU Campus
Instr: Mike Friend, is an associate professor of occupational safety and
heatth at Murray State Univer-

Saturday, April 8, 1989
7 - 11 A.M.
$20
To be determined
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, Associate
Professor in biological sciences at Murray State
University.

WOODWORKING
Woodworking for adults will be offered for
5 weeks. The tools will be provided by the
Murray Vocational School but the attendee
will have to supply his/her own materials.
Projects will be decided between the
attendee and instructor.
Date:

Monday. March 20 - April 24,
1989(no class April 3)
Time: 6 - 9 P.M.
Fee:
$35
Place: Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center
•
Instr: Dennis Harper, Carpentry instructor at Murray-Calloway
County Vocational Center.
Dennis has seven years of
building experience in the
Murray area and four
years experience in Louisiana as a historical restoratr)r

-740/1,

SPRING FLOWERS

A.C.T. PREPARATION COURSE

Wild floweres are most abundant in the
spring of the year. Join us as we locate
the different varieties common to Calloway
County. We will discuss the scientific
names as well as the "layman's" name of
each species found.

Preparation for the A.C.T. will be offered
for three Tuesdays in March The course
is open to high school students and adults
who are preparing to take the A.C.T. This
course will provide an introduction to the
exam, review the test's organization,
provide tips on how to answer questions
and provide supervised practice sessions.
Their is a limit of 15 students for this
course.

Date:
Time:
Fee:
Place:
Instr:

Saturday, May 6, 1989
8-11 A.M.
$20
To be determined
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, Associate
Professor in biological sciences at Murray State University.

Date:
Time:
Fee:
Place:
Instr:

5
"LIGHTS CAMERA _ACTION-HOW
TO MAKE YOUR OwN
VIDEOS"
Join us for this course in using your home
video recorder. Frank Blodgett and Lane
Schmidt, co-owners of Purchase Video
Productions, Murray, Ky.,will show you the
basics of video production. Students will
be able to complete and critique their
assignments. Instruction will also be given
on "editing" using two VCR's.

Tues. Evening March 14 - 28
7 - 9 P.M.
$25
Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center
Marion O'Rourke, counselor at
Calloway County High School.

Date:
Time:
Fee:
Place:
Instr:

7- dL

Saturday, April 1, 8, & 15, 1989
9 - 11 A.M.
$45
Business Building, MSU Campus
Frank Blodgett is a television
writer-producer-director.
He's been involved with
television as a producerdirector, performer and
administrator for 29 years.
Lane Schmidt has a
bachelor's degree in
radio-television from MSU
and directed newscasts
and talk shows while a
student.

STUDENTS MUST HAVE THEIR
OWN VIDEO CAMERA AND BRING
TWO BLANK VHS TAPES.

PREPARING YOUR OWN TAXES IN
SPITE OF NEW LAWS

'
ID (
6
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POWDER PUFF
MECHANICS
Powder Puff Mechanics is designed to
acquaint women with the following procedures in maintaining their automobile:
1. Checking belts
2. Checking fluid levels (oil, water,
etc.)
3. Wipers and wiper blades
4. Tires (pressure, tread wear,
changing flats)
5. Abnormal noises (listening for
and identifying).
Date:

Tuesday, March 21 - April 25,
1989(no class Arxil 4)
Time: 6 - 8 P.M.
Fee:
$35
Place: Murray-Calloway County
Vocational Center
Instr: Don Rowlett, Automotive Technology instructor at MurrayCalloway County Vocational CenteDpn is a
NIASE certifiedThechanic
and serves as an evaluation team leader in certifying mechanics programs
in the state for the ASE
certified mechanics program

This one day seminar will discuss the new
laws and the effect they could have on
you. Different forms will be discussed
such as the 1040, 1040 Schedule A
(itemized deductions), 740(Kentucky tax)
and the 740 Schedule A (itemized deductions).
Date:
Time:
Fee:
Place:
Instr:

Saturday, March 4, 1989
9-11 A.M.
$25
Business Building, MSU Campus
Carolyn Parks, Accountant Assistant for 7 years with
Michael D. Pierce, Accountant and David Wyatt.
Accountant and employed
for 3 years with Michael D
Pierce, Accountant.

Adult Registration Form
Course Title
First Name

_

Last Name
Social Security Number
Address
City
State

ZioC:ode
•••

Home Phone
Business
Position
Business Phone
Amount Enclosed

Make checks payable to Murray Stale University

RETURN TO:Community Education Program. Center for
Continuing Education. Academic Outreach, Sparks Hall.
Murray State Universty. Murray. KY 42071
(502) 762-27' A
V
.

iummer Youth
Camps
ART
Dates: Session I June 4 - 10
Session II June 11 -17
For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.
The Art Workshops have been designed to
provide intensive training for high school
students to advance their artistic skill and
portfolio. Session I (Life Drawing and
Oil Painting) will explore both
wet and dry media.
Session II (Watercolor and
Drawing for Landscape) will
emphasize landscape incorporating watercolor and drawing
media.

RACER FOOTBALL

SPEECH INSTITUTE

Dates: June 11-15

Dates: July 9-15

Fundamentals will be emphasized with the goal
of developing each camper as a sound offensive
or defensive player. The entire Racer coaching
staff will be present. Campers will be divided into
age groups 8-12 and 13-senior, permitting
specialized instruction: to each group's mental
and physical abilities. Instruction will cover passing, receiving, centering, offensive line play,
defensive backfield play, linebacker play, tackling, and running.

The thirteenth annual High School Speech Institute, sponsored by the Deportment of Speech
Communication and Theatre, will be held on the
campus of Murray State University. The Institute
will be separated into three divisions: debate,
public speaking and interpretation.
The debate division will include beginning and
advanced Lincoln-Douglas debate. The public
speaking division will include extemporaneous
speaking, persuasive and informative speaking.
The interpretive division will include the interpretation of prose, poetry, drama, duet acting and
Readers' Theatre. All divisions will place emphasis
on preparing for competition.

For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

CAVALCADE
Dates: July 2-7

TENNIS
Dates: Session I June 4-9, 11-16
Session II June 18-23, 25-30
Session III July 2-7, 9-14
The camps are for boys and girls ages 10-18.
The daily program will consist of exercises, drills,
lectures, demonstrations, films, group instruction,
and individual instruction. A round robin tournament will be heid at the end of each comp.
For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

UNIVERSAL
CHEERLEADING CAMP
The Universal Cheerleading camps for
summer 1989 offer a wide variety of clinics
Join UCA staff for instruction in cheerleading gymnastics, porn-porn routines, new
cheers and sideline chants, mascot train.,
sponsor program private coaching,
and much more!

LADY RACERS
BASKETBALL
Dates: Session I June 11-16
Session II June 25-30

Dates: Session I June 6-9
Session II June 27-30
Registration/Information:
‘
call 1-800-238-0286
TN only 1-800-523-6135

For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.
SUMMER CHALLENGE
Dates: June 111-23
This program is for gifted and talented youth
entering grades 8-12. This summer's series
features five exciting programs: Performing Arts,
Electronics, Geology, Mysteries of Human
Behavior, and Creative Writing.

11111 :Ii: IlillIllIl I II
GOLF
Dates: Session I June 11-15
Session II July 9-13

Dates;June 18-23

The school is for boys and girls ages 10 and
older, who have not graduated from htgh school.
The school will include: strategy on the course with
the instructors, trouble shooting demonstrations
and practice, study of the Rules of Goff and much
more, long with the regular doily instruction and
practice.

For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

DRUM MAJOR CAMPS

Registration/ Information call
1-800-262-2263

The camps are for girls ages 8-18. Play, practice, and improve basketball fundamentals. Each
camper receives a camp T-shirt. Each individual
camp limited to 120 campers. Team camp is
limited to first 24 teams registered.

Special seminars for cheerleaders as well
as sponsors are also planned for the
camp.

OW

The Cavalcade workshops seek to serve those
band directors and students who strive for excellence in their marching band performances. A
variety of workshops are offered including field
conducting, flog corps, percussion, rifle squads,
baton twirling, and a workshop for directors. The
workshops consist of seven to eight hours instruction each day of the workshop.

For more infoimation contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

SOCCER
Date: To be announced in June
For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150.

Continued on page 7
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Summer Youth
Camps
(Continued)

The Bachelor of Independent Studies Degree

• l•

The Bachelor of Independent Studies (BIS) serves experienced adult students whose
opportunities to attend class are limited. Correspondence, television, experiential credit
and contract learning courses as well as CLEP tests and departmental challenge credits
may be earned.
The BIS degree provides exposure to liberal arts curriculum supported by research
methods and completion of a field of study project. At the completion of studies, the
adult student will be one who has "learned how to continue learning" through exposure
to liberal studies and by demonstrating methods for acquiring knowledge. The BIS
degree represents the Murray State University philosophy of serving the adult learner
with programs which help eliminate barriers to participation in traditional higher education curricula.

Degree Requirements
The Bachelor of Independent Studies Degree requires 128 semester hours. Twentyfour (24) semester hours must be taken with Murray State University. Forty (40) upperdivision credits, courses taken at or above the 300 level, must be completed. An overall
Grade Point Average (GPA) of 2.0, 24 semester hours of credit with Murray State University with a GPA of 2.0, and 30 semester hours in a college field of study with a GPA
of 2.5 are required.

RACER BASKETBALL
Dates: Session I June 18-23
Session II July 9-13

Campers will be expos ,d to developing both offensive and defensive skills. Each camper will
receive a comp T-shirt.
The Racer coaching staff, plus invited coaches,
will be present to insure top quality instruction. No
practice just coaching and play!
For more information contact Summer
Youth Camps, Murray State University,
(502) 762-4150,

The required 24 MSU semester hours can be earned by out-of-class learning contracts
approved by a department, departmental challenge examinations, attendance at Murray
State University campus or off-campus courses, correspondence courses, or television
courses taken from Murray State University. College Level Examination Program
hour
(CLEP) credits and experiential credits may not be applied to the 24 semester
requirement.
.
For more information on the BIS degree program call Dr. Stan Groppel at 762-2186

Conferences & Workshops
State Government/University and
Business/Industry Partnership
Conference

INTERNATIONAL CHEERLEADING CAMP
Dates: July 5-7
Registration/ Information call
1-913-649-3667

Youth Information Form

The purpose of the conference is to
acquaint business and industry
leaders in the Purchase and Pennyrile
Area Development Districts with the
expertise and resources available to
them through the Cabinet for Economic Development and Murray State
University.
Date: February 22, 1989
Place: MSU Curris Center

Please send more information about

Managerial Communication Teleconference
Date: March 8, 1989
Time: 2 4
Place: MSU Curris Center

Name
Address._
City
State

Zip _

RETURN TO: Community Education Program, Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach, Murray State
University, Murray, KY 42071.

Techniques of the Masters Teleconference
Date: April 6, 1989
Place: MSU Curris Center

Time Management: The Effective Manager
Teleconference
Date: April 12, 1989
Time: 2 - 4 p.m.
Place: MSU Curris Center
Functienal Assessment of the Older Adult
Teleconference
Date: April 12, 1989
Time: 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Place: TBA
Leadership from the Middle: Advocating
Change Teleconference
Date: May 10, 1989
Time: 2 - 4 p.m.
Curris Center
Place: M
Assessing Infants and Toddlers: A Family
Focus Teleconference
Date: May 19, 1989
Time: 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Place: TBA

For more information on any of the above
conferences please contact Stan Key at
762-4150.
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Lotus 1-2-3
Introduction to Computers
Weaving
Art Classes

Education
Governing
Committee
Viola Miller
Kala Stroup
Nancy Lovett
Jack Rose

Karen Burkeen, Coordinator
Marilyn McCuiston, Secretary

Call 762-4150
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